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HERE’S A NEW ONE

THE LAST WORD

Something new in baseball circles
Editor
WM. O. l4'Ul.I.fc,tt
was witnessed in Thomaston last
Associate Editor
night. The game between the Dragons
PRANK A. WINSLOW
and Battery F did not materialize,
Subscriptions S3 00 per year payable ln
due to a misunderstanding with the
advance: single copies three cents
Advertising rates based upon circula
cement team. However, a game was
tion and very reasonable
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
played between the first and second
The Rockland Oazette was established I
in 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab- i teams of Battery F. "Pee Wee' Woodllshed and consolidated with the Oazette , CO(,k .-.itched and “Chet” Delano
In 1882. The Free Press was established COCK Pllcnea anQ
ueiano
In 1855 and ln 1891 changed its name to caught for both sides.
Woodcock
the Tribune These papers consolidated
,, „„„
i7 1897
1 struck out 14 men and walked only
, two. This is the first time in Knox
• County where the battery was the
•* same for both teams. Battery F is
~
Keep cool and you command
•> everybody —St. Just.
looking for a game for this Friday
afternoon. Manager Wentworth ls
anxious to play the Triple Us of
Dogs, cats, and baby chicks may Camden. Last night's summary:
R
H
E
now be shipped by air express. This
7
change of policy breaks a 10-year air First Team ..................... 5
express ruling.
Second Team ................. 5
6
3

4

OaklandPark
-J)ancing !

TONIGHT

SNOW BALL DANCE
Music By

BOB PERCIVAL and his ORCHESTRA
Dancing Tuesday. Thursday, Saturday, 9.00 to 1.00
Admission 40 Cents
98-lt

I

COMING SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY

THE GOOD EARTH
PAUL MUNI, LUISE RAINER
THREE PERFORMANCES DAILY
MATINEE 2.00. EVENING 6.00 AND 8.30
AT NO .ADVANCE IN PRICES

STRAND
TONIGHT-AUGUST 17
RUTH DRAPER
In Special Program

ORIGINAL SKETCHES
CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE
Benefit Camden Community Hospital and Camden Relief Ass'n
SEATS—$2.50, $2.00, $1.50, $1.00, 75c
BOX OFFICE TELEPHONE CAMDEN 2125

Three Great Masters; Also Barrerc, flute; Salzedo. harp; Britt, cello
WEDNESDAY EVENING, SEPT. 1. ADVANCE SALE NOW ON

Order

D<SH Anthracite
at Today’s Low Prices
You'll save many dollars by filling your
bln with D. A H. Cone-Cleaned Anthracite
NOW . . . while prices are low. And thc
purity and uniform size of D. A II. Anthra
cite guarantees you a comfortably heated
home next winter.

Call 487

1ft. B. & C. 0. PERRY
ROCKLAND, ME.

About That American Le Community Building the
gion Fair In Thomaston
Sweetest Place In Rock
This Week
land Today
“Any last-minute news for you 'bout Flower day at last is here. Through
the Pair? Well, as the feller skid, out the State, flower-lovers will fol
don't know as they be, don't know low the roads, lined with gay wild
but they be. Gettin’ pretty nigh high flowers, to the staged garden—the
the last minute, ain’t it? They're still summer flower show at Community
a-gettin' aprons, Mis' May Williams building. The time is from 2 to 10
p. m„ with Mayor Leforest Thurston
told me her niece Shirley said, an' introducing Mrs. Lewis O. Barrows
still a-puttin' out stuff to make em at 2.30. Wednesday the hours are
of to them as,maxes em. She said from 10 a. m. to 7 p. m. After view
some real kind o’ pretty ones has ing the exquisite flowers in their at
come Jn pn' made new ways. Pretty tractive setting, visit the tower room)
a sight's ever I see’s a nice apron at 3.30 to hear Mr. Nutting’s talk
"Home Ground Improvement” and
table.
•'An' my lands, I called up to see see slides carrying out ln detail his
Mis' Olive McPhail 'tother day an suggestions. There will be continuous
didn't we have 'nother good laugh slides Wednesday. Meet flower friends
•bout her Tom an' how he kind o' at this outstanding social affair.
• ■ • •
sniffed at the notion o’ sellin' aprons
Reports from persons peeking in
at that fust Legion Fair back a spell,
eight-nine years, wan't It?—an’ how at the flower show: Community hall
at last he 'lowed twouldn't do no is all dressed up for the flower party.
harm to let 'em sell aprons if they What exquisite colors in the dress. . .
wanted to but they wouldn't be no Oh, it's beautiful In at that show. I
money in it. Like to see him really hope every person in Rockland will
stop her when she sets out to do avail himself of the privilege of see
somethin', I would. Reckon she told ing the flowers assembled. . . It's an
Tom she could make aprons an' sell outstanding flower show, all right!
'em too if she wanted to 'fore he was There are so many, many surprises
tucked about. Don't miss any of
born an' to run along. Well, they had
them. . . .Marvelous is the word! Oh,
the aprons, an' as you been told afore
what Joy at meeting friends in that
an' well know they made 'bout a hun
flower garden.
dred dollar at it.
“An' from that Mis' McPhail went
back to the time longer afo'n that
when they was havin' the fairs for the
' schoolhouse an' the time her Mary an' Raises Havoc With Airplane
Rita Smith walked the elephant down
Attempt To Join Bowdoin
the street in the evening' parade when
the little boys that was a-goin' to do
Scientific Expedition
it didn't show up in time, an' when
Kent’s Island, Bay of Fundy, Can
I say walked it I dno't mean ler it,
I mean they was theirselves the’fore- ada. Aug. 15—After waiting four days
j legs an' the hin’ legs o’ that there at the Rockland airport for favor
' elephant. O, I'm a-tellin' you that able flying conditions over the Bay
schoolhouse didn't get built unknown of Fundy a seaplane equipped for
to them two. An' they was a lots aerial mapping meteorological reJest like 'em, an' all a-keepin' their research returned to Boston late last
interest in the Fair now it's the Le week without being able to Join the
gion Fair an' lookin' forrard ta it Bowdoin Scientific expedition at its
isolated base camp at Kent's Island.
every summer.
Nine consecutive days of fog were
“Its Mis’ Laura Copeland over to
reported
at Kent's Island by Robert
South Warren that's goin' (to be one
to run the Grabs with some more Cunningham, meteorologist of the
Bowdoin Scientific station. The exwith her.
“They got the fir pillows all done istance of unfavorable weather con
'ceptln' they's some more o’ the fir ditions was radioed to the seaplane
there ln case some comes in to fill. whose proposed flight from Boston
I got Mis' Cogan to pick out a real' to Kent's Island was halted at Rock
land. The fliers were in hourly conpretty one to send to Si’s niece, she
can't come this summer an' I said I'd tact with the expedition thereafter in
send her a smell o' the Fair anyways. the hope of an opportunity to reach
Edna Young druv 'way , up here to the island but there was no lessen
bring it to me, said she was out gath ing of the fogs intensity.
Aboard the plane was Charles
erin' up aprons an' this was in her
Cowan
Pilot; Frank Hartlqy, aerial
way—but she'd a done it If 'twant.
A man—stranger to her—called at photographer and Robert C. Stone,
the barn 'tother day an' bought six meteorologist. The airplane was to
be used by the expedition for aerial
or eight. Mis' Cogan told me.
“The children's table as they call it mapping and for meteorological ob
with all kind o' things for the young servations. Robert Stone is editor of
ones is goin' to be a part o’ the fancy the Bulletin of the American Me
work booth same's last time, an' alius teorological Society and is a mem
they's fore-handed folks 'round ber of the staff of the Harvard Bluelookin' for presents for this an' that hill observatory which is co-operating
an', 'tother thing an' that's the table ir. the scientific program as Kent's
Island. The seaplane is owned by
they make for.
“Well, I got my bits o' sewin' an' Adriel Bird, a Bowdoin college
knittin’ off'n my hands, an' now if I alumnus of Boston and is a well
i Jest have good luck with my riz bread known La Touraine ship that delivers
I an' get my batch o' doughnuts fried Christmas packages to Lighthouses
j for Mis' Brazier an' another for Mis' along the coast each year.
William A. O. Gross, director of the
J Dunn an' some ginger cookies an' a
pie or two, I hope they’ll be enough expedition describing the aerial projleft o' me so I'll see you at the Fair.’’ ect as having great Importance to
the program of the Kent's Island Scientific station indicated that a secA complete list of publications of
ond attempt might be made this year
the University of Maine Extension
in September. A seaplane crash off
Service is available without charge
the coast of Maine thwarted a for
from the Extension Service, Orono,
! Maine. The college maintains no mer attempt by a previous Bowdoin
expedition to make aerial maps of
' general mailing list for bulletins, exthe Bay of Fundy region.
. cept its list of publications. Single
copies of bulletins are free.
Hammock tops, cushion covers,
waterproof covers and waterproof
ing. Rockland Awning Co., Inc. Tel.
1262-W—adv.
62-T-tf

ON THE MALL
WEDNESDAY NIGHT, AUG. 18
THURSDAY AFTERNOON & NIGHT, AUG. 19
Fir Pillows

Gaines

Fancy Work Aprons Home Made Candy

Beano

Beano

ROCKLAND’S GREATEST DAYS

i

Parker E. Worrey To Handle Knox, Lincoln and
Waldo—Plant On Park Street

Friday and Saturday of this week will be the great

est double value Dollar Days in the city s history if
the plans of the merchants' committee works out.

Every possible effort is being made this year to have
splendid values for every dollar spent.
are offered, no expense entailed.

No prizes

All energy is be

ing placed on the one great objective of values for

your Dollar Days Dollar.
Visit Rockland Thursday night and see the values
to be offered during die great sale days. The store
windows will be brightly lighted, the goods promi
nently displayed.
Watch Thursday’s issue of The Courier-Gazette,
Come to Rockland Friday and Saturday, Aug. 20
and 21.

Beano

(
j

j
1

ANOTHER NOTABLE CONCERT
Second In Series At the Eels Boat Barn Was a
Triumph For Talent

Inspiration touched the perform ing flashes of interplay that fasci
ance given by The Curtis String nates.
Another tragic figure—Smetana, a
Quartet Sunday night in the second
Bohemian, whoe fame is forever es
concert of the series at the Capt. tablished by his opera “The Bartered
Bells' Boat Bam, Rockport, for surely Bride.” The first real note of trag
no finer playing has been done by edy was sounded in his life by deaf
the
members—Jascha
Brodsky, ness which became total, and which
Charles Jaffe. Max Aronoff and Or compelled him to discard operatic
lando Cole—ln their past appearances activities and turn to forgetfulness
during the local summer music sea in composition. He returned to the
sons. One was reminded again and symphonic poem, but finding inspir
again that here is a string quartet ation this time ln national subjects.
To this period (1874-791 belongs
which is not limited in color as so
often chamber music ensembles are. his best known instrumental work,
These players allow themselves to the famous E minor string quartet
feel, and thereby strike out into “From My Life.” As Smetana once
forceful utterance which forms a indicated, his idea in composing this
strong contrast to moment of calmer,
was 10 *lve a description in
beauty. Their projection at all music of the story of his life. The
times is highly dramatic and strange first movement tells of his youthful
love and enthusiasm for art, or irre
ly moving. The program:
pressible yearnings for things inef
Quartet ln B flat major (The
Hunting!
Mozart fable, and of the foreboding of com
Allegro vivace aasla
ing evil. The Polka depicts the joy
Menuetto
Adagio
ous days of his youth, when he was
I Allegro assal
Ital.ar. Serenade
Hugo Wolf passionately fond of dancing, and had
Quartet In E minor (From My
a predilection for composing dance
Life)
Hugo Wolf
The slow movement de
Allegro vivo apasslonato
Smetana music.
Allegro moderate a la polka
scribes the bliss of first love for the
Largo sostenuto
Vivace
girl who afterwards became the com
Through the music of Mozart, one poser’s wife. In the first part of
. of the brightest stars ln the musical the powerful fourth movement. Sme
firmament, breathes the spirit of the tana gives expression to his Joy ln
warm-hearted laughter loving artist, the successful accomplishment of the
whose genial nature bore the out task which he had set before him
rageous turns of fortune without em- self as his life's work—to be the ex
bitterment. Joy runs through his ponent of the art of his native coun
compositions—the keynote—and if try and thus create a Czech "Na
there occurs a note of tragedy or I tional
Music." But suddenly calamuuuai music.
mourning, it is but a brief episode. ity overtakes him—the Master be
There is a plastic serenade of form in comes deaf. The piercing high note
his music—he has the heartfelt Ger in the first violin depicts the per
man depth which he expresses with sistent singing tone ln his own ear.
an Italian frankness. Indeed, it is with which his malady began. To
difficult at times to realize that Mo rebel against fate is senseless, and the
zart was not Italfein. and it is per- quartet closes with tones of resigna
hap this very spirit which keeps his tion.
i music perenially fresh. The B flat
A most dramatic and stirring ren
j major quartet is dedicated to Haydn, dition of the entire quartet was given
his fatherly friend, who expressed the the Largo sostenuto standing out
belief when Mozart was in tender vividly for its poignant feeling, and
\ years that the young musician would it was most gratifying to have the
■ bear watching. Against the sparkling group repeat it.
Allegro, the stately Menuetto and
No greater tribute to the artistry
the brilliant Allegro assai. the Adagio of the Quartet could be made than
stands out as one of the most ex by the absorbed attention and the
quisite bits of playing the quartet has absolute husK which prefaced the ap
done—in rich tonal color, depth of plause which recalled the musicians
feeling and sheer melodic quality, it many times. Again the audience
could not be surpassed.
filled the Barn, embracing in its num
Hugo Wolf, one of the Immortal bers distinguished musicians and de
masters of song, takes hts place voted music lovers from both the
among the tragic figures of music, the summer colonies and adjacent towns.
j various hardships that fell to his
The final concert in the series will
lot ending in insanity which devel be on Sunday, Aug. 29. at 8.30. Ar
oped six years before his death in rangement for tickets may be made
1903. While he is best known by his by communicating with any member
songs of which he wrote more than of the Quartet at Rockport.
By Gladys St. Clair Heistad.
250, he did some Instrumental things
which won recognition, among them
Distinctive Old Colored Glass,
TALLER HOLLYHOCKS
the “Italienlsche Serenade” origi
WATERFORD, BRISTOL,
nally written for small orchestra Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
SANDWICH
Unusual pieces you will be happy ! (1893-4), only one movement fin
Through the columns of your paper
to own or proud to give.
ished; this was also arranged for Mrs. J. H. Andrews of Rockport wishes
string quartet, which the audience to know who has a hollyhock taller
MRS. W. B. SNOW
Port-O-Winter Shop
was privileged to hear Sunday night. than one growing in her garden meas
Main Street, • Winterport, Me. It is a most interesting composition, uring nine feet ten inches. I have
98*100 , tending to the modern, and contain- one growing, with several others, at
the corner of my porch, which is ten
feet four Inches tall.
Mrs. Charles Atkins.
Camden, Aug. 15.

WILL ARRIVE TODAY

ONE CARLOAD WESTERN HORSES
Weighing from I 400 to I 700—four to six years old.

BIG AMATEUR SHOW THURSDAY AFTERNOON

BAND CONCERT BOTH NIGHTS

AU methods of per
manent waving. Only
the best in workman
ship, materials.

All horses guaranteed as represented
Even
our Inexpen
sive waves are
first class work.
All prices.

Forty horses to select from

SEE YOU AT THE FAIR!

FRANK H. COOPER
97-98

BELFAST, MAINE

VOGUEBEAUTYSHOP
84 PARK 8T.

plant will be at 65 Park street in
the store formerly occupied by
Knight's Market. That store is now
undergoing the necessary changes.
and will be ready for occupancy the
first of September. The formal opening. however, will not take place until
j Sept. 11.
Mr. Worrey has not yet determined
the full personnel of the plant, but
was ready to announce yesterday
Albert McPhail would be the service
man and a commercial salesman,
and that he has engaged Neil Karl
as bookkeeper.
The new Frigldaire manager, Mr.
I Worrey, came here 11 years ago from
' Waterville, where he was an ice
cream maker for Simmons & Ham
mond. Came here to establish a
; branch of a business which had
neither headquarters nor clientele in
Rockland. But from that inauspic
ious start he procaeded to build up
a business which was making a name
for itself when it was transferred to
the General Ice Cieam Corporation.
Since that time the local ice cream
business sponsored by that corpora
tion has grown by leaps and bounds,
[ thanks to the energy and ability of
Parker E. Worrey has a habit of doing Manager Worrey.
things—and doing them well
I Mr. Worrey ls a member of tho
I.
Methodist Church. Lions Club and
other electrical appliances. Mr Wor Chamber of Commerce and has been
rey is already in charge but will con an indefatigable worker on numerous
tinue his duties as manager of the local drives of a civic nature.
He is being congratulated on his
Fro-Joy plant until his successor ls
new venture, the success of which is
chosen.
The new location of the Frigidaire a foregone conclusion.

An Important busines deal was
made known in this city yesterday
with the announcement that Parker
E. Worrey had taken over the Frigidaire sales and service franchise, for
Knox, Lincoln and Waldo counties,
and with it the Maytag washers and

ANTIQUES

THOMASTON LEGION FAIR

Cooked Foods

HAS FRIGIDAIRE FRANCHISE

THE FLOWER SHOW

NINE DAYS OF FOG

with

519 MAIN STREET,

Volume 92...................Number 98.

THREE CENTS A COPY

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, August 17, 1937

TEL. 11$3-W
53-tf

SALES TAX SWAMPED
Vote Fairly Close In Rockland; County Against
It By 800 Votes
records last night by collecting the
Knox County returns ln exactly one
hour. All. of course, excepting the
island town of Isle au Haut, which
sent its returns by mail this forenoon.
The Election Editor had the valued
assistance of Sheriff Ludwick, Earle
the tax had scored an approximate C. Dow and Jasper Rawley, and once
two to one victory. Tlie vote in 606 more grateful acknowledgment to the
precincts out, of 632 in the State was efficient corps of volunteers in the
80.745 against the tax and 39995 for various towns. Matinicus reported at
6 o’clock, by virtue of having closed
it.
Continuation of payments to 3,700 earlier than the other towns. The
rectp|ents o( the oid agP assistance, next report came from Senator Fred
(jPpPpiqpCj upon the acceptance of the E. Burkett in Union, and the others
tax program. It had been planned followed in quick succession.
also that half a million dollars anSPOKE OUT OF TURN
r.uallly would be devoted to increaing education standards in towns un
rj-jjp to maintain a specified mlnl- Pompous New York Woman Indulges
In Some Questioning at Deer Isle
mum
Opposition to the tax was virtually
Buxton in the Bangor News tells
State-wide with nearly every county
voting against it. Some rural sup this story:
port had been adopted by the Legisla Not long ago I was in an ice cream
ture with the referendum clause at parlor in Deer Isle and overheard a
tached was swamped ur.der top- [conversation between thc proprietress
heavy city and large town votes
and a summer visitor, a rather pom
against it.
The only large towns to throw pous and aggressive matron from
,
their support to ihe tax were Bar New York city.
Harbor, Dover-Foxcroft and Fort "Doesn't it get monotonous to stay
Kent.
all the time, summer and winter In
Cumberland county, containing this small town?" she asked in a
Portland, delivered a smashing blow
at the tax. 16.707 to 4946 Large op pitying voice.
position votes were recorded in An “Oh, I don't mind it at all," the
proprietress replied cheerfully, "Our
droscoggin and York counties.
Hancock and Piscitaquls counties time is taken up in the summer with
work, and in the winter we have
went for the tax by slim margins.
good times with our card parties, the
movies and social events."
ROCKLAND BY WARDS
“I don't believe I could stand it to
Yes
No never see anything of the world and
Ward 1
73
90 be bottled up here ail the time,”
Ward 2
73
110 sniffed the New York woman skep
Ward 3
131
181 tically. "Yes, I think I'd go crazy.”
The conversation amused me Im
Ward 4
74
116
mensely,
as I happened to know that
Ward 5
72
109
the proprietress of this Ice cream
Ward 6
142
118
store, as the wife of a sea captain,
Ward 7
39
56
—
■.... . had voyaged under sail with her hus
band to all of the leading ports of the
Totals
604
780
world, seeing foreign lands in a man
KNOX COL’ NTY VOTE
ner that the New York woman likely
never experienced. She was familiar
Yes
No with London Paris. Madrid, Naples,
Appleton
36
22 Port Said. Rangoon, Singapore, the
Camden
185
593 ports of Africa. South America and
Cushing
25 the South Sea Islands. After en
5
Friendship
31
51 circling the globe a couple of times,
Hope
16
64 and taking many short voyages to
Matinicus
4
4 the West Indies, she was quite con
Owl’s Head
32
31 tent to settle down for a while in the
North Haven
27
21 peaceful and satisfying atmosphere
Rockland
604
780 of attractive Deer Isle.
Rockport
86
129
South I'homaston
21
49 YOUR FAVORITE POEM
St. (Jcorge
100
114
A GOOD NAME
'I'homaston
82
215
Good name in man and woman, dear my
Union
52
103
lord.
Warren
49
130 Ia the immediate Jewel of their souls:
Who
steals my purse steals trash; ’tls
Vinalhaven
77
44
something, nothing;
’
Twas
mine, ’tls his. and has been slave
------ - _____
to thousands;
Totals
1456
2432 But he that filches from me my good
• • • •
name
Robe me of that whleh not enriches htro
Getting The Returns
And makes me poor Indeed
Tlie Courier-Gazette broke all local
—William Shakespeare,

A proposed 1 percent retail sales
lax to finance old ig? assistance and
education equalization was decisively
Defeated yesterday by Maine voters
in a Statewide referendum
With tabulation of the State vote
rearJy completc oppoJlUo„ forces to

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

CAMDEN TAKES THE LEAD

I BETSY R0SS W0N

With (John Good only a minute be
hind. Betsy Ross won the H AJ. race
sun. neither of the moon• ' ° *Mne ‘n
the Heat III KllOX Twilight off Camden yesterday. Poillon Bros.
it: lor the glory of God did lighten
'•JO
o
| and Penn Sailer were also closely in
I the running. The summary:
it. and the Lamb is the light thereof.)
—Rev. 21:24.
I
®
Owner
HM5
' Betsy Ross ............................. 1.82.32
‘ John Good ............................. 1.52.29
This week's Gaines
inning the home team was never
I Poillon Bros............................. 1.52.53
Tuesday—St. George at Waldo- headed. Gross pitched fine ball, al
Penn Sailer
........................ 152.53
lowing but seven hits while hls team
That Will Be the Lot of 4-H ! boro.
Julia Henry ............................ 1.53.07
Thursday—Rockland at
Waldo- mates walloped the ball for 17. SandWing Taylor
1 S&3 ■
Boys and Girk At Orono i boro; Camden at St. George.
bloom leading with four hits. BohnGardr.er-Hutchins
.................
154.05
I Friday—Rockport at Thomaston.
dell's shoestring catch of Burns' liner
This Week
Martha Borland .........
1.55.23
was the fielding feature. The score.
Appletcn Seaverns ............. 1.58.04
The League Standing
Waldoboro
One hundred and sixty-five boys
Wm. Lee
.1M 3 9
Tlie Camden Shells jumped into ,
ab r bh tb po a
and girls representing every county
•David Day ................
1 57 1G
the lead Sunday by vanquishing the gm^ c ......... ..511160
in Maine are attending the State 4-H Pirates, and are now bound to be a
John Gribbel
1 57.34
French, p, 2b .... 4 0 1114
Cliff Smith ............................. 1.57.41
Club camp at the University of Maine constant menace to the other teams
Stegeman. ss.... 5 1 3 3 2 2
Al Osgood ............................... 1.58 (18
Orono, this werk. These delegates which are seeking the Bok prize and Clark, cf, 2b. p 5 0 1 1 1 1
Wm Boardman
1.58 33
the
championship
cup.
They
will
are able to attend because of the ex
McLain, rf ......... 4 0 1110
Fred Chatfield ........................ 2 02 57
face a real test however when they Boggs, lb .......... 3 1 0 0 9 0
cellent work which they have done
Mildred Hubbard
.... 2.03.28
play in 8t. George the coming Thurs Gray, If ............ 3 1 0 0 3 0
in their own clubs during the past day night.
Macneille Bros.....................
2.05.41
Brown. 3b ....
3 0 0 0 1 1
Jean Defrees ........................... 2.05 43
few years. For four days they will
The figures:
| Wink, cf, p ...... 4 0 0 0 0 1
Nancy Krementz.................... 2.C6.45
L.
PC
W
live in the college dormitories and en
Henry Chatfield .................... 2.07.43
2
.714
Camden .............. 5
joy a little glimpse of college life.
36 4 7 7 24 9 1 j
Cornelia Dodge ...................... 2.07.43
2
.666
St.
George
..........
4
Wednesday. President Arthur A
2
.666
• R oi kport
W. J. Latta. Jr......................... 2.07.53
Thomaston .......... 4
Hauck welcomed the visitors to the Rock)and
3
ab t bh tb po a c
3
500 j
5
.285 Sandbloom. ss .. 4 2 4 4 1 4 3
University; and Dean Arthur L. Deer- vvaldoboro ......... 2
WASHINGTON
5 1 2 2 3 1 0
5
166 '
Starr, 2b....
ing. director of the Extension Service; 1 Rockport ....... :.... *1
Campmeeting
will be held in this
4 2 2 2 3 2 2
• »
Commodore W. E. (Longfellow of the I
community
Aug.
21-29 inclusive. Rev.
K. Crockett, rf . 5 0 2 2 1 0 0
Camden 7, Rockland 3
National Red Cross, Washington. D
F.
W.
S.
Walden
of Magog. Canada,
0
0
.
1
1
1
1
2
Bohdell.
If
......
Opportunity knocked often at
C.; and Clarence M. Aldous, profes-1 gocugnjj'g door Sunday afternoon E. Crockett, cf.. . 5 1 2 2 0 0 0 will be the evangelist ard afternoon
. 3 0 0 0 11 0 0 speaker Sundays. Other preachers,
of Maine, were the speakers.
. 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 including the pastors in this terri
Thursday's program includes
Turner,
c
. 5 1 2 3 3 2 2 tory will also deliver sermons. The
Camden players.
struction in dresing poultry, in fit4 1 2 2 1 7 1 children's meetings will be in charge
The game went along
of Mildred LeGrow of Friendship
ting and showing dairy animals, and I until Camden's half of the fourth
in testing soil for acidity, for the bo>s,
tHc visitors got their start
38 9 17 18 27 16 8 Mission and Educational Day, Aug.
and in nutrition, clothing, and choos- tnrough the muffing of a fly by Bar Waldoboro
00030010 0—4 , 26. Rev. Guy L. Vannah. D.D., and
ing colors for tlie bedroom, for the
w^0 was thought to be immune Rockport .......... 10500201 x—9
a^*e sPea 'f ts
-1 represent
various activities. Fre? parking space
girls; and a course in first aid by from such things. Successive hits by
Two-base hit. Turner. Base on balls has been provided tor autos, and
Commodore Longfellow for both.
Lord and Thomas netted two runs. off TA ink 1, off French 3. off Clark .. hoard and lodging may be obtained
Friday s program includes egg grad There were Wstill twoU, Camden
,
, men
.W Cff Gr0SS 4- StrUCk °Ut’ ”y Wlnk ' « reasonable rates, Cveryane is ining, poultry feeding, pest control, and on bases when Stahl fanned the by French 3. by Clark 1. by Gross 3. uted w attend
potato grading for boys; a continu Texas slugger Dillingham, and Daily Double play, Dondis to G. Starr to M. ________
'
ation of Thursday's program for the was retired Karl to 6ullivan.
Starr. Umpires, Hail and Daucett.
p___________ ___
girls; and another lecture in the first
A hit by Plaisted and a wild pitch
....
aid course for both. Evening speak by Stahl added another run to CamThe exhibition game to have been
ers will be Vincent W. Canham. agri den's side of the ledger in the fifth I played in Thomaston tonight, be
TA< CIGARETTE ofQualify
cultural editor of the Lewiston Sun- aming. while a single by Thomas, a tween Thomaston and Rockland, has
Journal.. and Fred P. Loring, direc double by Bennett and a wild throw been postponed due to the fact that
tor of short courses, University of by Karl was productive of two more , a number of Thomaston players are
You needn't pay \
I
Maine.
runs In the sixth.
ill.
more for quality.
Saturday's program includes poulThe Pirates did not enter the picSwitch to Marvels —
try culling, breeding and selection. ture untn tj,e seventh when they fell
GLEN COVE
the cigarette of quality.
rope work, preparation of vegetables afOui of Boynton with singles by
John T. Young of Rockland was
for market, and the State potato grad- Thomas. Perry and Sullivan and a
ing contest for the boys; the baking double by Winchenbach—these with guest last week at Lufkin's Pleasant
contest and style dress review, for the a passed ball netting two runs. The View Farm. Mrs. Stanley Parmeter
girls; and the final lecture in the stage was set for an even more im- of Kent s Hill was also a caller there
flrst aid course for both. Evening ressive rally, but Perry was trapped recently.
A fire which started Sunday in the
speakers are George E Lord, assist- between bases. A single by Stahl and
'
old
railway ties at the car bam lot
ant director of the Extension Service, a double by Lord gave the Pirates
is thought to have originated from a
and (Estelle Nason, home demonstra- their other run in the eighth,
stray cigarette, as tourists had used
tion agent leader.
A base on balls, a single by Daily
Dr. Harry Trust, president Bangor a sacrifice by Boynton and a single this spot for a picnic lunch. The
Rockport fire department was called
Theological Seminary, will be the j,y wheeler gave Camden its final
and worked hard and long before the
speaker at the final assembly Sun- > run
stubborn
blaze was finally subdued.
day. The State camp program and
Sullivan. with 17 put-outs at first
arrangements are under the super- base was busier than that one-armed
vision of Kenneth C. Lovejoy, State paper hanger.
4-H Club leader; and Evelyn M.
That Camden infield gave a classy
Plummer, assistant State leader.
performance with 16 put-outs and 11
The eligible delegates from the assists. With the exception of his
'll.
Kncx-Lincoln district are Beryl But one miscue Karl gave a fine perform
oie
ler, Boothbay; Leona Perry. Jeffer ance on the middle sack
0<i ihi», y°u
son; Roland Trussell, Dresden, and
The score:
o‘
Hugh P Parsons, North Haven.
Camden
'e°','nOr you "'Oy "Tu.H°weY0U
ab r bh tb po a e
,r,P'
oie dec''° v
r mo'her>
Plaisted. 2b ..... 5 12 2 14 0
h°m Pu. how b°PPy 7 or blend*
Wheeler ss .... 5 1114 2 0
*009Wf,yOurch«dten.o;to0d
Lord, 3b............ 5 1115 3 0
Knox County Granges Sure Thomas, c .......... 4 1 3 5 5 1 0
wou'd be
'•“’’’I
To Join the Procession Wadsworth, lb .. 4 0 0 0 11 1 0
iof
Bennett, If, p .. 3 1 1 2 0 0 0
September 30
Richards, rf ..... Ji. 0 0 0 0 0 0
.. expec’,hon V°u '
September 30 has long been known Dillingham, rf. 2100000
less
among the Granges of the country Daily, cf .......... 3 1112 0 0
3 0 0 0 0 1 0
as Booster Night and is scheduled EcT'nt°n Pagain this year for observance in
34 7 9 12 27 12
practically all of the 8000 local units
Rockland
of this farm organization, extending
ab r bh tb po a
all the way from the Atlantic Coast
from
Minnesota
Lord
'
cf
..........
4
to the Pacific, and
to Texas, with such Granges located Thomas. If........ 4
in 40 different States.
Already Perry, 3b .......... 3
Booster Night plans are well in hand Futnam, c ........ 3
and will be conducted on a uniform Gardner- rf •••■ 1
basis throughout the entire Grange fuIlivan. lb
4
'jurisdiction
Ureeman. rf
2
On Booster Night an educational Winchenbach. c
it? All lon9'd °naivlowwhethprogram is carried out, which in- KeaId ss ..........
ro»e»ore*urpns.ngly^
eludes besides musical and literary ^arl. 2b ............
numbers, current events, roll calls. ®tabl. P ..........
etc., a carefully prepared essay on
,0 comfort
relatives —
30 3 7 9 27 18 2
some timely agricultural or civic top
,o visit friend
eserVOtions.
ic; while other features of educa- Camden ........ 00021200 2—7
miles
„,»k.
tlonal character will be introduced H°cltland
00000021 0—3 j
!727SsSX'L"»''
into the programs according to lo- Two-base hits. Bennett, Lord. Win_ after j
cal ingenui'y.
5 chenbach. Three-base hit, i homas.
A message from National Master L. Ease <>n balls, off Boynton 2, off BenJ. Taber of Columbus. Ohio, will be ne“ -■ off Stahl 3. Struck out. by
read at every Booster Night program Boynton 1. by Bennett 2. by Stahl 3.
/ ■
State for the best program—one for D°uhle plays. Wheeler and Wadsand prize awards are made in each w°rth; Boynton, Wadsworth and
°”^4ros;
"
Granges under 200 members and one Lord; Wheeler (unassisted.) Sacrifor those of larger number. National flce bits. Daily, Boynton. Umpires,
Save up to 50% cm long
prizes for the best Booster Night pro- Mosher and Richardson.
Scorer,
distance CALLS AFTER 7 P.M.
grams given in any part of the coun- Winslow,
EVENINGS & ALL PAY SUNDAYS
try will also be awarded. Booster
Rockport 9, Waldoboro 4
Night usually sees a larger Grange
LOOK AT THESE TZPfCAL LOW RATES/
Rockport won its first victory in the
attendance than at almost any other
Nights after 7 PM.
occasion during the year, and by this second half b>' defe-ting Waldcboro
and All Day Sunday*
Station
to
Station
Night
Rates
means a great stimulus is given to the
•RcckP°rt Sunday by the score of
From ROCKLAND TO:
opening of the fall and winter work
Boston. Mass,
among subordinate units. Booster
Springfield, Mass,
Night also closes the fiscal year of
Providence, R. I..
SEAPLAr»E SERVICE
the National Grange and therefore
Manchester, N. II,
VINALHAVEN,
NORTH
HAVEN
constitutes an enthusiastic climax at
Montpelier. Vt,
Rockland, Vinalhaven, North Haven
the threshold of the years.
Portland. Me,
Standard Time
Bar Harbor, Me,
During the present 12 months of Trip
1— 8.00 A.M.
8.15
8.30
Houlton, Me,
Grange activity, the number of new 2— 11.45 A.M.
12.00
12.15
Plymouth, Mass,
3— 3.00 A M.
3.15
3.30
units organized, new members, ini
tiated and former ones reinstated, i
SUNDAY
The above rafei are for 3 minute Station Io-Station calls. A small Federal tax
1— 9.20 A M.
9.35
9 50
applies wlieie the chare* l» 50f or over
as well as new Grange halls dedicated 2— 1 40 P.M
1.55
2.10
5.35
5.50
and definite community projects car 3— 5.20 P.M
ried through, is in excess of any pre- | AIRWAYS, INC, Near Public ending
Telephone 338
vious year in all the seven decades of |
NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
88-tf
Grange history.

And the city had no need of the j
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fuming Oil
LeafifUe Race

LIVING AT COLLEGE

mARVCLS
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SOMETHING NEW!
STARTLINGLY, AMAZINGLY NEW!
IN THE LINE OF

The Merchants of Rockland have decided to hold the 1937 Dollar
Days on Sheer Merit—Sheer Value For Your Dollar—Sheer Bar
gain Strength Alone. None of the Usual Contests, Prizes, and Bal
lyhoo will be tried. Every effort will be laid on Giving Customers
the Greatest Possible Value For Their Dollars.
»
k

:::SO:::

COME TO ROCKLAND

FRIDAY and SATURDAY
AUGUST 20 and 21
And See This Amazing New Experiment Worked Out. Never Be
fore Have Such Values Been Offered—Never Before Were They
Possible Because Never Before was Expense Cut So Low.

“BOOSTER NiGKTS”

I

s£pARuAoTutE°WlUABR>ING THEM

Thursday Night, Aug. 19—Rockland Stores Will Be In Gala Dress and In
vite Your Inspection—Windows Brightly Lighted—Dollar Days’ Merchan
dise Prominently Displayed.

YOU WILL BE THE WINNER

See What Your Dollar Will Buy at These Dollar Day Stores
WILLIS I. AYER
BURPEE FURNITURE COMPANY
CENTRAL MAINE POWER COMPANY
CUTLER’S
E. B. CROCKETT, 5c & 10c to $1 STORE
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
PERRY’S MARKETS
GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA CO.
JOHN ROBINSON, FURNITURE
DORMAN S SHOE STORE
NUTT SHOE STORE
McLAlN’S SHOE STORE
H. H. CRIE COMPANY
CRIE’S GIFT SHOP
CRIE HARDWARE COMPANY
V. A. LEACH
M. E. WOTTON & SON
J. F. GREGORY SONS’ COMPANY
F. W. W00LW0RTH COMPANY

CROCKETT’S BABY SHOP
ALFREDA PERRY
W. A. KENNEDY
PARAMOUNT RESTAURANT
J. J. NEWBERRY COMPANY
STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
McLOON SALES & SERVICE
L. E. BLACKINGTON
B. L. SEGAL
BURDELL’S DRESS SHOP
MAINE MUSIC CO.
KARL M. LEIGHTON, JEWELER
GOFFKAUF’S
CARLETON E. MORSE, JEWELER
MANSFIELD GOVE, INC.
AL’S HAIRDRESSING SALON
BOSTON SHOE STORE
ENDICOTT-JOHNSON SHOE STORE
BURPEE & LAMB

i?s7 AUGUST 1937
jTTm
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The Masonic Assembly will be held
j Thursday at East Union pavilion.

CAMDEN

That busy harbor critter the
"Sophy” is on the railway for over
hauling.

Mrs Edith Lermond is guest of
Mr. and Mrs. William Edes in Brewer.
Harold Ames and family are visit
ing relatives in Ccoper.

AYS

Lionel Wilson saw three high num
bered Illinois cars the other day—
1,400.160, 1, 442, 179 and 1.466,335.

Arthur Jordan reported a Mani
toba car yesterday. One might al
most expect to see quite a number
from Shanghai.

Miss Mary Barnes of Lynn, Mass.,
is at the home of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Barnes, on a visit.
Urbane D. Chandler has received
werd of the death of his uncle, Ever
ett Greer in Lincolnville.

.•uL;,..-.1 i.

MANSFIELD GOVE, INC.
August Fur Sale

“BLACK BEAUTY
SEAL”

Mr. and Trs. Glenn Norton mo
(Seal-Dyed Cony)
tored to the White Mountains over
the weekend.
Mrs. J. W. O'Brien of Washington,
D. C. is In town for a few weeks.
C. Conrad of Virginia, Charles
The Albert H. Newbert Association
' Erickson of Boston and Miss Mary
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS will meet Friday night at the Phil
j Ballard of Newton, Mass., are guests
Aug. 17-18—Rockland Garden Club brook cottage, Holiday Beach, with
at the Frank H Wilbur house on Sea
Flower Show.
Aug
18-19—Thomaston—Annual fair Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Philbrook as
street.
of Wllllams-Brazler A. L. on The Mall.
Misses Christine Beverage and Joan
Aug 19—State Field Meeting of Knox hosts.
Academy of Arts and Sciences. If stormy
The woods will be full of values on these
!
Beverage
have returned to Yarmouth
September 15 thc price will be
first pleasant day.
Lawrence Barbour has resigned his
Aug 19—Camden—Annual meeting of
j after spending the summer with their
much higher
two
days.
Johnny
get
your
gun!
position as secretary to Mayor Thurs
Yacht Club at Club House.
I grandmother. Mrs A. F. Beverage.
Aug. 29—Prof. Robert Tristram Coffin
We
are
specializing on
ton.
having
obtained
a
position
ln
at Congregational vestry.
Limerock Valley Pomona Grange
We ll be quoting special prices on all odd
Aug 21—Camden—Fire Department Washington D. C. He begins his
held an all-day session Saturday
“Black Beauty" Seal—
Field Dav
lots of merchandise and should be kept busy
Aug 21—Thomaston High School. Class new duties the last of the week.
I wiih Megunticook Grange. Picnic
1915 holds reunion at Rock Ledge Inn,
Because—
dinner was served and in the after
selling them to those who know and appreciate
Spruce Head Island.
The Past Grands and Past Noble
August 21-29—Washington—Adventist
noon
addresses
and
a
program
of
1. “Black Beauty” Seal can
Camp Meeting.
Grands Association of Knox and
values.
be guaranteed by us to give
music was enjoyed. Out of town
go*U%urna^t\t^noxUCoumyn<1Ooa5! Lincoln Counties will meet Wednessatisfaction In durability.
•
speakers were Aldene Richardson
Club
____
_ in Union.
_____
day
Bethel Lodge to furYou never saw so much comfort on the auc
Aug 25—Union—Hills family at Frank
. ,
master of the Maine State Grange;
2.
All
skins
used
in
the
manufacture
are
full furred imported
Lenfest a
nish supper.
skins, carefully selected for quality and evenness of the hair,
tion block as you’ll see Friday and Saturday in
E E. Roderick of the Department of
Aug 25—Rockport—Concert at Town
and are dressed and dyed especially for "Black Beauty" Seal.
Hall, benefit Children's Christmas wel
Education at Augusta; Mr. Mitchell
Edward B MacAllister who fell at
this cool, stylish stock.
fare Fund
[of
the
North
Augusta
Grange;
Past
Aug.
26—Thomaston—Garden
Club the corner of Main and Limerock
3. The fine quality linings are guaranteed fcr two season's wear.
meets at Mrs. John Creighton's. Main
! State Master Obadiah Gardner of
streets a month ago, was able to be
Lots of money can be saved in these two days
s'.ieet.
4. All linings are cut with extra large pleats, assuring you freedom
Aug 26—South Thomaston—Fair and i out Saturday for the first time, He
Augusta ;and representatives to Leg
of motion w ithout pull in the sleeve.
entertainment at Grange hall, benefit;.
,
if
you
use
good
judgment
in
buying.
islature Walter Ayer of Union and
Cemetery.
i15 still suffering considerably from
5. “Black Beauty" Seals have an especially constructed fabric used
[Lloyd Crockett of North Haven.
Aug 20—Vinalhaven—Concert by VI- weakness
nalhaven Band.
to reinforce the coat.
Miss
Louise
Dyer
of
Brooklyn,
N.
Y.
Aug. 26—Waldoboro—Flower exhibit of
-------Garden club at High School auditorium.
Department Commander Oliver R
Is visiting her mother, Mrs. Ada
Aug 27—Warren—Annual mla-summer „
-- ..
The largest fall and winter styles in Swagger Coats . . . Straight
[ Dyer, librarian of the Public Library.
concert at Baptist Church.
i Hamlin goes Aug. 28 to Buffalo, N. Y.
Box Coats—The Princess Style Coat
„Police 3^7
An,nual, balat! Community
RocWahd '. to attend tte National Encampment
Miss Louise Dickens, a student
Department
K
Building.
| of the V.F.W. It is expected that
nurse at the Children's Hospital in
Rich Deep Browns
• Lustrous Glassy Black.
buArelu.31“AnnUal nUt° UUr by Farm j Maine will send 300 "Vets," including
Boston and Miss Mary Fernald, also
sept l—Camden—Concert by sum- ’ quite a number from this section,
a student nurse, are spending a va
mer artists at Opera House.
A DEPOSIT WILL HOLD YOUR COAT UNTIL CALLED FOR
All roads will lead to Kent's Hill
cation with the former's parents, Dr.
Sept 6—Labor Day
UNION
Cept 14—Annual fair of Miriam Re
FOR DOLLAR DAYS
Saturday, when the summer reunion '
and Mrs. W. Lee Dickens.
bekah Lodge.
Miss Virgina Jamieson and Mrs.
of alumnae and friends will be held.
jjr and jjrs Edwin F. Bramin and
Sept 14—Rockport—Garden Club at
Lester Shlbles'. Beech street.
The event will take place rain or daughte,s A]ma and Mildred oI Ga. Horry Holt are passing a few Cays at
As a part of its co-operation
all graduates being urged to
Mrs. Holt's home in Brookline, Mass,
FAMILY REUNIONS
with the Rockland Chamber of , shine,
•‘''il!"" . .......... .
Bin iiati i1.: ■ a"':"
,, .
tun. Canal Zone, are vacationing at
Aug. 18—North
Waldoboro—Moody
Mrs. Wallace Bryant and daughter
attend.
Commerce for Dollar Days, Aug.
family at Community House.
_____
■ the home of the Charles C. Camer- Jean, and Richard Abbott of Melrose,
Aug. 18—Simmons family at Oeorge
JO-21. The Courier-Gazette will [ A brief but highly important meet- 1 ons. Mr. Bramin is Assistant Super- Mass., are spending a few weeks at
Simmons' home. Rt. 17 between South
l one week under the direction of Rev.
THOMASTON
Hope and East Union.
print many extra copies of its ' ing of the Rockland Community & | intendent of the Lighthouse Division Lake Megunticook. Mr. Bryant joins
and Mrs. Nutter with Miss Lucy Mody
Aug
18—North
Nobleboro—Moody
heavy Thursday issue and will i School
family at Community House.
The Garden Club meets Aug. 26 at assisting.
them next week.
Improvement
Association , Qf Thg Panama Canal
Aug 19—Warren—Starrett-Spear fami
throw the full strength of its crack
the home of Mrs. John Creighton,; Mr. and Mr. Allan McKusick and
'equipment committee of Community
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Benson and
lies at Congregational chapel
H ‘
.
,, i Mr. and Mrs. R. Bliss Fuller and
Aug. 19—St Oeorge—Gilchrist famiiy
■airier corps The C.-G. Club, into Building)
Main street. The subject for dicus- two children of West Springfield,
[son
John
of
Malden.
Mass.,
were
is
called
for
tomorrow
aft|
FAMILY
ct orange hall
the task of covering Rockland, I ernoon at 4 o'clock at the Chamber Hcn' “Junlor'" accompanied by Mr. weekend guests of his sister, Miss
sion will be, “Flower Shows,” and a Mass., are guests of her mother, Mrs.
Aug 19—LlncolnvlUe—Young family at
the Rhodes Cottage. Norton's Pond.
rhomaston and Camden.
collection of named gladioli will be Grace Brown.
of
Commerce
rooms.
,
and
Mrs.
Richard
E.
Gorden
spent
REUNIONS
Bessie
Benson.
Aug
21—Tenant's
Harbor—Smalley
family at Eugene Smalley home.
shown by Miss Rita C. Smith.
-------------------------------------------------Sunday in boating on Georges Lake.
Mr. and Mrs. John Morse of East
Aug 21—East Warren—Norwood-CarRockland
citizens,
sweltering
in
the
Accompanied
by
Mrs.
Nina
Fuller
Knox
were
visitors
Sunday
at
Mr.
roil families at T. J. Carroll home.
Cement posts, 31 in number, each
Annie M. Grassius
Aug. 25—Union—Whitmore family at
sixth successive week of abnormal they motOred Wednesday to the Old and Mrs. Willis Pitcher's.
the W. J. Bryant home. Union Common. standing 32 inches in its stocking
Annie M., widow of John Grassius,
Aug 25—Mank family In North Wal feet, are being installed in front of heat, read with interest that Pike's [ TOwn Reservation.
Mr. and Mrs. John Dill and sons
of Saco, died Sunday morning at the
doboro.
Peak was being pelted by a summer
Mr and Mr$ WUbur Goyette of Ernest and Robert of Long Island.
Aug 25—Union—Wentworth family at the High School building on Lincoln
home of her daughter, Mrs. Edward
Merle Messer home near Union Common, —reel They were manufactured by snowstorm. Unless there is a change philadclphia spent Friday wlth the New York, were recent guests of Mr.
Aug 25—Hope Corner—Payson-Fogler 1
*"
P. Johnson, with whom she had lived
here shortly it will be "Pike's Peak cha„les c Camerons Mr Goyette and Mrs. Alfred Bryant.
families at L P True's.
George Moody.
17 years. Deceased was born Dec.
Sept.
4—North
Haven—Leadbetter
or bust" for some of us.
Chester Hansen, clerk in Frank L.
is a counselor at the Maranacook
family at Orange hall.
20.
1859. daughter of David and Mary
L. M. Sartelle of Barre. Vt., is vis
' Camp for boys during the summer 1 Kennedy s store, ls spending a few j
1 Dodd) Lutz, in Warren County, Ill.
Department Commander Oliver R. i and physical instructor at the Friends days *n Limestone.
NORWOOD-CARROLL
FAMILIES
iting
relatives
in
this
city
and
re

,
[
Edwin U. Price is back on the force,
She is survived beside Mrs. Johnson "MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY"
meeting of
visiting some of the granite centers Hamlin,
namun. has
nas called
caiieu a
a meeun,
u, the
u,e
Philadelphia
the winter
As Alonzo Gray was driving down
having completed his vacation.
The Norwood-Carroll reunion will by another daughter, Mrs. W. E TELEPHONE WALDOBORO 100
Mechanlc strw ,n &
with which he was associated in Department Council VFW.. to be ,
Daylight Saving Time
Mr.
be held Aug. 21, Saturday at the Marshall of Altoona. Penn; two sons.
Mr and
an'1 Mrs.
Mrs L.
'■ L.
J' Ritchie and
Robert Hastings of Gay street lormer years. He left Rockland in held in Bangor next Sunday. Action1 daughter.
Mr and Mrs. P. H. Hale ncc“ yesterday'
brakes refused to home of T. J. Carroll in East Warren. John W. Grassius of Arlington. N.J.
place entertained three Massachusett 1920 and had been back home but is to be taken concerning the move- daughter and son, both in the Pan- wor . an<! before he could stop the
TUESDAY, AUG. 17
Ail family connections are cordially and Harry L Grassius of Altoona; a
once since that time. His son Charles ment for a V.F.W. Council compris
friends Sunday.
Special Matinee 2.30
ama Canal service and vacationing at car'
struck the pool room opposite invited.
sister. Mrs. Nana Grazier of Tyrone,
ing the counties of Penobscot, Han
------i has returned to Barre.
Evening at Seven and Nine
Jamieson's
garage.
The
car
was
bad;
Megunticook Lake. Camden, were re
Penn.; a brother H. H. Lutz, of Clear
Mrs. A. T. Carroll, Sec.
Carl Libby. Jr. left this morning
-----cock and Waldo.
ly damaged and the window, door j
“Naughty Marietta”
cent visitors at the home of the
95&97-98 field, Penn; nine grandchildren and
on a Gray line bus for Santa Monica, I G«>W Bass °f Ban8°r' wll° was
and sills of the building were
JEANETTE MacDONAI.D.
one great grandchild
Calif., where he will visit hls uncle, arrested by Sheriff Ludwick. Lieut.
Horace B. West, at one time com Charles C. Camerons.
smashed. Mr. Gray was uninjured.
_____
' i Cushman and Patrolman Shaw last mander of the old revenue cutter
and NEESON EDDY
Interment was in Tyrone. Penn
KALLOCII FAMILY
A feature Saturday of the Fire_____
Deputy Collector Atwell is having a ! week in connection with the recent Levi Woodbury, has been appointed a
FRIENDSHIP
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 18
mens Field Day will be the selection i Sixty-eighthannualreunion
of the
fortnight's vacation from his duties j burglary at the First National Store rear admiral on the retired list of
APPLETON RIDGE
BANK NIGHT
,,
J
.
°
f
Miss
Camden
and
the
‘
d
ea
is
to
j
Kalloch
famUy
wUl
be
held
at
St.
a tthe Custom House. Inspector R. in Rockport, was held by Judge the Coast Guard. Admiral West and
(Evening 7 end 0
I
MrS
Wl
fred
K
]
rshaw
of
s
P°t
a
young
lady
who
will
be
in
George
Grange
hall.
Wednesday,
Aug.
Dwinal in the sum of $2000 for the 1 pred
Wight were intimate friends
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Brown were
B. Applebee ls substituting.
Lowell, Mass., are spending two these localities at the specified hours: 25
November term of Knox County Su- i at the time the latter was collector
visitors Saturday evening at Mr. and
“EASY LIVING”
weeks'
vacation
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
io
to
10.15.
Curtis
Hardware
store;
Arthur D Kalloch, Sec.
James Gray of the Central Fire perior Court. Emilio (Gabby) Poulin, of customs for the Waldoboro Dis
Mrs. Ormand Keene's.
JEAN ARTHUR,
E. J Beckett.
11 to 11.15, baseball park; and 12 to
98-101
Department stepped forth from the who is alleged to have oeen caught trict.
Rev. Mr. Kimball of Montvllle oc
EDWARD ARNOLD
Mr. and Mrs. Robert McLeary of 12.15. Haskell & Corthell's store. All
fire station this morning a free man in the act of stealing gasoline from
cupied the pulpit Sunday night at the Paraincunt's riotous comedy hit of
Farmington passed a few days here that is necessary is for the person to
LEADBETTER FAMILY
—free at least for two weeks' while Emil Rivers' filling station on Park
the season
Baptist Church.
Tony Accardi will arrive in Rock
walk up and ask the question, "Are
on his anual vacation.
street, was given an alternative sen land. the 28th of this month. He is recently.
Mrs. Blanche Brown and her aunt'
THURS.-FRL, AUG. 19-20
The 27th annual reunion of the
Mr and Mrs. F. H. Bradford and You Miss Camden?" but in a contence of one month in jail or pay- employed by the law firm of Hon.
were guests of Camden relatives a few
Matinee 2.30. Evening 7 and 9
family have returned from an en- spicuous place must be seen bv the lcadbetter family will be held at the
Douglas Cooper and Dudley Har- ment of fine and costs He chose the
days recently.
John W. Davis, at 35 Wall street,
joyable trip in Northern Maine ,'oung lady -a —
— by the
- 1'day. Sept. 4.
vey. of the local Boy Scout troop, ]atter
medal sold
“SARATOGA”
Mrs. Ardella Martin is visiting her
former ambassador to the Court of
Montreal and Quebec.
left Sunday for Raymond, where they
members of the Fire Department.
96-98
Florence Brown, Sec.
granddaughter Mrs. Besie Brown in
with
St. James. He will spend a few days
Mrs. Percy Wincapaw is visiting her
are registered at Camp Hinds for two
Huge clouds of smoke and the dia- with his mother, then leave for the
Portland.
JEAN HARLOW,
MRS. HAZEL B. McAULIFFE
weeks.
phone’s raucous song took the fire North Shore. Mass, where he will daughter in Portland.
Summer Home Robbed
Mr and Mrs. W. M. Newbert were
CLARK GABLE
and Mrs. Joseph Kelley and
department early last evening to the spend the remainder of his vacation , Mr.
in South China Sunday afternoon to FRANK MORGAN.
,,
, ... . .
„
p°ur or five men traveling In two
Miriam Rebekah Sewing Circle
family of Watertown. Mass., are oc- automobiles one of them an o[d ma.
corner of Orange and Pleasant visiting friends.
Hazel (Babb) wife of Frank J Mc- attend a baptism.
LIONEL BARRYMORE
meets this afternoon to sew for the
cupjing t e
uy
esse cottage or chine, are being sought for a robbery Auliffe, whose death occurred Aug.
streets where a barn belonging to
Bible school opened Monday for
fair. Picnic supper will be followed
two weeks
.
•
j 1
Mrs. Rose Prescott was a mass of
The sixth annual midsummer con
committed last night at the large jll at her home ln Winthrop, Mass.,
by the regular business session in the
Warren Philbrook is visiting Mr
flame. The blaze was promptly con cert, sponsored by the Baptist Church
ummer home of W. J. Curtis of New after several months' illness, was born
evening with first nomination of
fined to the building of origin which at Warren, will be held Friday night, and Mrs. K. E. Thompson for a ork. located on Penobscot avenue.
officers.
week.
in Rockland, June 20, 1891. She
was a total loss, but the connected Aug. 7. An unusual program will
The men. parking their cars in
Mr. and Mrs. M. Pierson of Brock
graduated
from Rockland High
house
was
hardly
scorched.
Mrs.
include
the
following
talent,
Rand
front
of
the
Chestnut
street
home
of
The boxing exhibition which was
ton. Mass., are tenting at Thomp
Mrs. Edwy Taylor daughter of the School and later was employed for
to have taken place at the Tillson Prescott had a small Insurance on Smith. Boston, well known radio bari
son's shore for a week.
Curtises, climbed upon the veranda, many years at the local telephone
Avenue Stadium has been postponed the structure. Harvey Mank occupy- tone; Mrs. Thompson Yeo. Brighton.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Hoffses of White
¥ * * *
entered the place through an open office.
on account of injuries received last
one
tenements, lost Mass, soprano; Miss Lotte McLaugh
Plains, N. Y.. and Mrs. Susie Phil
hls
automobile
and
supplies.
The
lin,
Rockland,
concert
artist;
Miss
window
and
ransacked
the
rooms
night by Tommy Burns, who was to
brook of Warren were dinner guests
Mrs. McAuliffe was a member of
have been in the main bout. "No other tenant Michael Malloy, lost Bertha Luce, Thomaston, violinist; I Wednesday of Mr. and Mrs. K. E. while members of the family, includPatronize your Established Florist
the Methodist Episcopal Church and
wood
and
supplies.
Francis
Havener,
Rockland
baritone
ing Mrs. Taylor were downstairs.
),u
„
substitutions," says "Bangor Bill”
Thompson.
,
the
Winthrop
Warren
Re
ief
Corps
and Frank Smith, Owl's Head, trum
Withee, the promoter.
Jewelry and money were taken, but
.
,, ot fb
who is ready to serve you 365 days in the year
Ptinpral rites
rlfps
wpp/» ,Hold
Funeral
were
held at
the
Mrs. S. S. Lewis of Vinalhaven has pet soloist. A chorus of 40 voices will
the exact amount had not been de
Burpee
funeral
parlors
with
Rev.
HOPE
Alfrd Scrocca of Boston who ls The Courier-Gazette's thanks for a be directed by Chester Wyllie.
termined at a late hour.
Corwin H. Olds officiating. The pro
trying to break the bicycle record copy ot the Rockland Star of Jan. 17,
Mrs. Taylor saw the cars parked
A
clinic
for
pre-school
and
school
fuse floral tribute testified to the
from that city to St. John, N. B. was 1905 Glancing at random through
near her home when she returned
age children will be held Aug. 26. at
high regard and affection held for
a caller at The Courier-Gazette office the four Pages several interesting
from the Curtis cottage, but they soon
the home of Helen Wentworth, for after left.
j the deceased. Bearers were Fred Colyesterday, pausing only briefly as the matters are discovered. Among them
I son, Arthur Post, George Williams
vaccination
and
diphtheria
toxoid.
W.thoui
Laxatives
—
-and
You
II
Eat
pcdalometer or whatever it ls that ! —the fire which destroyed the HarSergt. Car. Wiebe of the State Po- j and Charles Thornton. Interment
Everything from Soup to Nuts
Mothers
who
are
interested
are
urged
The sti.maeh should digest two pounds cf food
ticks on his bike refuses to stop even I bor House, owned by the granite com
lice and Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick of
,
_
daily. When you eat heavy, greasy, roars* or
to call Mrs. Wentworth or Mrs. Bes Rockland are Investigating Ueut !
V‘eW Cemet*ry
rich fo-xl* or when you are nervous, hurried or
at newspaper offices. He said he was Pany. at Vinalhaven, causing the
chew poorly—your stomach pours out too much
sie Hardy. Miss Grace Lawrence. R. Leon Shephard. h«d of the crimina' L I * SUrVlV6d by
husband,
fluid. Your food doesn't digest and you have
well ahead of the usual elapsed time death of two men; Rev. E. H Chapin
gas, heartburn, nausea, pain or sour stomach.
N., will be in attendance.
investigation of the State PoZ u m B
You feel sour, sick and upset all over.
thus far.
denied that he would be a candidate
Doctors say never take a laxative for itomarh
also on the case, arriving late las^ T A
'
S°n' RX’"'
pi>ain. It la dangerous and foolish. It takes thoaa
for sheriff; roller polo was discon
Itltd* black tablets called Bell ans for Indigestion
PIED
to make the excess stomach fluids harmless, re
night
B
e la£t aid; and her mother, Mrs. Alice Babb.
Protect your trees. They need sci tinued because it did not pay; King
lieve <n«tre«s tn 5 minutes and put you back on
GRASSIUS—At Thomaston, Aug.
15.
your feet. Relief la so quick It ts amaxlng and
entific care now. Hedges and shrubs Winter was closing Penobscot Bay,
one 2Sc package proves It. Ask for Bell-ans for
Annie M . widow of John Grassius of
371 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
TELEPHONE 318-W
Indigestion. Sold everywhere. <c) Bell A Co. 191T.
given careful and proper attention.. North Haven being completely ice
Saco, aged 77 years. Interment ln Ty
beat the mohawks
NORTH HAVEN
Dead and dangerous trees removed.
rone. Penn.
Reasonable rates. Tel. 741-W. Al bound.
MORSE—At Waldoboro. Aug. 17, Charles
93-tf
A. Morse, aged 77 years. Funeral Fri
bert Quinn, licensed graduate, tree
Recent guests and callers at The
CanioFn Shells with Dillingham in
day at 2 o'clock daylight from resi
surgeon—adv.
96-98
The extraordinary policy of fine
dence. Interment in Friendship.
the box were too strong for the Lew- [ p°Plars- borne of Mrs. N. W. Witherclothing at small profits continues to
Iston Mohawks Saturday defeating ' £P°on were Miss Ruth Pryce of
CARD OF THANKS
, make friends for Lindsey's, formerly
Wi wi>h to express our sincere thanks them 3-2 in 10 innings. Lewiston got ( Plainfleld. N. J., Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Ambulance Service
i the Levi Seavey Clothing Store,
and deep appreciation to our neighbors only five scattered hits off Dilling- I H' Carver and son Ralph of New Jer- j
and friends who helped us in any way
I Watts Block, Thomaston. Seeing Ls
ham while Camden got 12 off Web- ' sey’ Miss Jeanette Crockett of Sumduring our recent bereavement.
Elizabeth, j
[believing and believing is clothing
Mrs. Davis H. Weed. Mr. ano Mrs. Aus ster but good support in the field got mit' N' J" Edward Bayer
tin
Sherman
and
famiiy.
Dyer
D
Weed
satisfaction.—adv.
him out »f 'many tight places. Be- i N'J MUs cvnthia Amsbury of Dor
and Oscar E. York and family.
•
land was the best hitter for the visit- 1 chester> Mass.; Malcolm Crockett,
AMBULANCE SERVICE
93 Exchange Street
DENTAL NOTICE!
CARD OF THANKS
ors.
Dillingham
Maynard and Harrison Crockett. Fred Carver and
We wish to express our sincere thanks
MORTICIANS
During Spring and Summer will
Portland,
Maine
and appreciation to all who have been Wadsworth were the hitters for the dau8hters and Miss Constance Carmake appointments for Tuesdays anil
so kind to us in our recent bereavement. Shells,
Dillingham getting two
Fridays. Notify in advance if possible.
Established 1854
To our neighbors and friends for the
use of the’r cars, and the many beauti doubles. Tlie Camden Shells play the
TELS. 390 AND 781-11
DR. J. H. DAMON, Dentist
TEL. 662
Representative, E. T. RUNDLETT, Thc Thorndike Hotel
ful flowers, and expressions of sympathy.
Films developed and printed at
Over Newberry's 5c and 10c Store
Frank J. McAuliffe and son, Ronald, Rockland Pirates Sunday afternoon
9
CLAREMONT
ST.
ROCKLAND
1361-365 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
Carver's
Book
Store,
304
Main
St.
—
Tel.
415-W,
Rockland,
Me.
18-19T*Stf
98U Mr and Mrs. Randel Brennan, Mrs Alice at Rockland.
119-t
Babb.
•
adv,
96*98
44-45&Ttf

TALK OF THE TOWN

Prof. Edmund Rollins is to be guest
speaker at the Lions meeting tomor
row. Lighting systems since the
world began will be explained by him.

Coats
$105

Gregory’s

385 Main St.-Tel 1100-Rockland-Thorndike Bldg.

WALDO THEATRE

YOUR ESTABLISHED FLORIST

HELP STOMACH
DIGEST FOOD

SPECIAL-SMALL PALMS, 98c

Gladiolus, Asters, Garden Flowers
SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP

9

tvz

H

BURPEES

Russell Funeral Home

H. M. PAYSON & CO.
Investment Bankers

Every-Other-Daf
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TOOK CUBS OVER

TALKED SALES TAX

Vinalhaven Chiefs Were On
the Long End of the Score
As Usual

Formed Basis of Discussion
At Educational Club’s Fri
day Picnic

Vinalhaven took the Orrington Cubs
over the hurdles Sunday by the de
cisive score of 9 to 4.
Gray, the Cubs' hurler, who recently
pitched a no hit no run game, started
for the visitors, but when he passed
the first three men up. Brown then
singled to right, scoring two runners.
The third man came in on Swanson's
infield roller, this rally was stopped
when Gilchrist hit into a double play.
The Chiefs seemed to enjoy three run
splurges, because twice the home team
scored three runs in the fourth, and
in the seventh.
The Chiefs really lit on Gray in the
fourth, when singles by Brown. Gil
christ and Lyford, followed by Guil
ford’s sizzling two-bagger, steered in
the trio of counters. Manning then
came in to pitch, but he also yielded
three runs ln the lucky seventh. Gllchrest’s double with the bases loaded
let these runs register.
The Chiefs had its usual bad inn
ing. this one being the fifth, when four :
errors and two safeties resulted in a I
brace of runs. The Cubs scored their I
final run on a base on balls and two
errors.
The Woodcock brothers, Don and
Ed. took very good care of their side
of the diamond, each of them turn
ing in nice running catches.
Brown deserves plenty of praise for
his very effective pitching, allowing
six scattered hits, and one earned
run, besides fanning nine batters.
It would do our old friend E. John
son a lot of good to see “Slim" Ly
ford, the Pequot Express, pound tha;
ota appie lor a .400 average; his day’s
work was two singles and a double.
This writer thinks that “Slim” has
been eating plenty of that well known
breakfast cereal, that all champions
eat.
Next Sunday. Thomaston of the
Twilight League, plays the Chiefs:
this promises to be a thriller, because
when Vlnalhaven and Thomaston
meet things usually happen.
Sunday’s scores;
Cubs
ab r bh po a e
Chute, lb ............... 4 1 2 6 0 0
Perry. If ................. 3 110 0 0
Kenny, 2b ............. 5 112 2 0
Manning, cf, p...... 4 0 0 0 2 0
Robertson. 3b ........ 4 0 0 1 1 0
Damboise. c .......... 4 0 0 14 0 2
Burnett, ss _ ____ 3 0 0 1 2 1
Tardiff. rf ............. 4 0 2 0 1 0
Gray, p, cf ............ 4 10 0 10

THE MIGHTIEST SEA PICTURE OF THEM ALL!
Adolph Zukor prisantj

SOULS
AT SEA'
ie story that shook two
continents when tall ships

Two great stars head a east
of thousands in the most
spectacular adventure ro
mance in the whole roaring
history of the seven seas!

Thirty-five members of the Educa
tional Club enjoyed the generous hos
pitality of Mrs. Minnie Rogers at her
Amesbury street home Friday, from
2 to 8.30 p. m.
The afternoon meeting opened as
usual with all members Joining in
repeating verses from Scripture.
Then came the discussion period,
with the State referendum on sales
tax occupying a prominent place.
Mrs. E. M. Lawrence, speaking in fa
vor gave a clear Idea of the principle
of the tax; her recent travels enabling
her to take a broad view of the sub

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
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W
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32

35

6
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W
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7

□
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38
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33

34

I 37
40

4'

ject.
44
45
43
41
Yankee seamen ruled
Among other members speaking for
the waves now conies to the
4b
or against the tax were Mrs. Etta
47
49
48
Sanborn
Mrs
Minnie
Rogers,
Miss
screen with all its flaming
50
51
Annie Hahn, Mrs. Nettie Stewart.
action, surging romance!
Mrs. Rebecca Ingraham, Mrs. Emma
Bradstreet.
HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.) VERTICAL (Cont.)
A taramaunl Picture with
An article on “Cowardice of Fixed
1—Dull, heavy sound 38-Acts of proclaiming 11- Amatory
Neutrality"
was
read
by
Mrs.
Nettie
5-Part
of
the
foot
solemnly
FRANCES DEE
12- Harvest
9-Abide
42- Upper Canada (abbr.) 13- Old English measure
Stewart;
"Social
Security
not
always
HENRY WltCOXON
12-Short overcoat
19- Feminine suffix
43- Girl's name
Welfare," read by Miss Madlene
14- The (Sp.)
44- ln a greater quantity 20- Woodland spirit
• HARRY CAREY •
Rogers, and "We All Hate a Dicta
15- Series (abbr.)
21- Combining form.
45- Musical note
OLYMPE BRADNA
16- Shade tree
46- Closer
Air
tor," read by Mrs. Zalda Winslow,
17-Three-toed sloth
IS—Coma
ROBERT CUMMINGS
26- An insect
these articles becoming subjects of
18- Membera of the
50- lnterjeetion
27— Billiard rod
• PORTER HAU •
general discussion by members.
Episcopal church 51- Does wrong
29- Gives pleasure to
VIRGINIA WEIDLER
22- A compass point
A talk on Esther was ably given
30- A package
(abbr.)
VERTICAL
31- Bustle
Joseph SCHILDKRAUT
by Mrs Zaida Winslow.
23- Strike gently
32- Small bed
Directed by Henry Hathaway
The afternoon session closed with
CAPTURE! TeLen as eleven by a Brilisk
24- A letter
33- Even if
1- Large plant
25- Stay behind
a quiz: "Are you broadminded," con
man o'war and strung up by their thumbs
2- Assistant
34- A dervish
3- You and me
36-Russian title
27- String
from the yardarm.
ducted by the President Mrs. Mary
38- City in Bombay
28- lncorporated (abbr.) 4- Those who sow
Perry Rich.
broadcast
province, India
29- Largc cask
Among the questions asked were:
5- Half conscious
39- Before
30- Gasp
6- Preposition
40- Small child
"Do I always vote for the best can
32-Crowns
7- Slanted
41- A title (pl.)
didate for office, regardless of party?
35- Girl's name
8- Greek goddess of 47-A college degree
"Would I never trust a man or
36- Part of the foot
(abbr.)
discord
37- Tea (Chinese)
10-A month (abbr.)
19-Jumbled type
woman whom I had discovered in a
falsehood?
(Solution to previous puzzle)
"Do I believe that big industrialists
are selfish men whe are interested
in money more than in the better
things of life?"
PANIC! Fear-maddened men end women
"Do such social functions as card G. B. Butler Chosen Treas
fight for places in the life-boat in a wild
parties and dances have a place in a
urer To Fill the Vacancy
rush from tbe burning ship!
program of church activities?"
Caused By Death of Cleve
"Do I believe any form of gambling,
land Sleeper
such as horseracing, betting, or buy
ing lottery tickets, to be wrong?”
This quiz brought forth lively com Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
ment and discussion from all mem
For the benefit of those who are
bers.
{ inquiring, those who may have for- j
After box lunch served with coffee, gotten and others who should be in
the club listened to a talk on the
terested the followlg statement Ls
sales tax. given by E. M Lawrence,
, A picture tor the ages . . . the grandest of adventure stories
NORTH HOPE
who spoke in favor of the tax, believ made:
The greatest action picture from the
At the present time there is cxing it to be the fairest way of raising
gTeat'-'t action director, Henry Hathaway,
money, as those who spend much, j isting in South Thomaston “Keag
Albert Perry of North Appleton and
who thrilled the world with "The Livet* of
pay more tax, those who have little I Village" an association known as family have moved to Lincolnville
■ Bengal Lmccr*
35 4 6 24 9 3
to spend, paying proportionally a “The Cemetery Association" which where Mr. Perry ts in tlie employ of
Chiefs
small tax. but all paying some part was formed many years ago and has.
W. J. Munroe.
ab r bh po a e
ton Teele’s returned home Monday.
ing at the Baptist parsonage as guest in raising money for the needs of the In the past, done much work in the
VINALHAVEN
ROCKPORT
Mr. and Mrs. A I Perry have had
Swanson. If .......... 5 0 0 1 0 0
state. Mr. Lawrence knew of the cemetery with funds raised by that
of Rev. and Mrs J. W. Hyssong.
------1 Mr. and Mrs. Laurel Gerry and
The Scribblers Club will meet the
as
recent visitors at various times, Mr.
Gilchrist, rf .......... 5 12 10 1
association.
Everyone
in
the
village
workings
of
a
sales
tax
in
other
states
Those from the Baptist Church
Mr. and Mrs. William Bissett of Mrs. Preston Ames have returned
afternoon of Aug. 30 with Mrs.
Lyford, cf ............. 4 13 110 Portland arrived Saturday.
who plan to attend the service Wed and believed lt to be an effective and everyone who has relatives buried 1 and Mrs. Joshua Wentworth and
j from an auto trip through Maine.
Blanche Ellsworth. Main street.
Guilford. 2b .......... 3 0 1 3 5 1
ln the cemetery is a member. The late ! grandson. Carleton Wetherell of Ap
nesday night in West Rockport are method.
Dr Ralph Earle visited Mcnday in Enroute they visited Mrs. Ames
Dr. and Mrs. Boles of Wollaston.
E. Woodcock, ss.. 500311 Rockland.
Cleveland
L. Sleeper was treasurer,
Prof.
J.
C.
Newton
of
Kent
’
s
Hill
asked
to
meet
at
the
church
at
7
mother Mrs. Abbie Thorpe in Brls- Mass., and Mrs E. U. Beckman of i
pleton; Mrs. E. G. Wiley. Mrs. Laura
Ar.derson, c .......... 3 2 0
6 1 1
(member of present Legislature) also and last Friday night at a meeting
Miss Margaret Short of Boston is tol. Mr. and Mrs. Gerry (Helen Ames) Wilkesbarre, Penn, were recent o'clock.
Osborne of Camden and Mrs. Sara
D. Woodcock, 3b .. 3 2 1
2 1 1 guest of her aunt Mrs. L. R. Smith.
Funeral services Jor George Ever spoke in favor of the sales tax. He held at the home of G. B. Butler.
and son Bruce will leave next week guests of Mr. and Mrs Elmer E.
was
able
to
tell
of
the
difficulty
in
Mr.
Butler
was
elected
to
take
Mr.
|
Lauterjung
of Mineola, N. Y.; also
Peterson, lb .......... 0 1 0
4 0 1
ett Thurston will be held today at 2
Mr. and Mrs. Lorenzo Bunker re- yor their home in Hollywood,
Matthews.
Brown, p ............... 4 12 12 0 turned Saturday from Rockland.
finding some method to raise the Sleeper s office as treasurer, there- Mr. and Mrs. Karl Wentworth of BelJ prank Thomas arrlved Sunday
o'clock
at
the
home
on
Spruce
street
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Hagen and Mrs. I
Erickson, c ............ 0 1 0
3 0 C
Mrs. Joseph Donahue of Dorches-;j from Boston and is guest of his
with Rev. N. F Atwood of the Metho- needed funds for old age assistance \ upon Willard {Sleeper turned over to fast.
Zycle
and Mrs. Ruth Dahmer have
A. Patrick, lb ...... 1 0 0 2 0 0 ter, Mass., is visiting her uncle and
, dist Church officiating. Interment and education, and believed the sales him 537.37 which was the balance
Word has been received from
mother Mrs. Carrie Thomas.
returned to Newark, N. J after a two
.
tax a fair way to gain these funds. 'from funds raised by the association
aunt Mr. and Mrs. Bert Robbins at j
, . visit
, .. with »»
wl11 be ln Amesbury' Hill cemetery.
friends
who are in Georgetown, Ky.,
weeks
Mrs.
Georgia
J
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harold
Arev
of
Bos’
33 9 9 27 11 6 their summer home The Robin's Nest
Extra taxes are not a pleasant sub- several years ago.
• • • •
ton were In town for the weekend. Walker.
that
a
serious
drouth exists there. The
Two-base hits, Chute, Gilchrist, II at City Point.
Ject for most people, yet all have to
Every year two men have been
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Philbrook [
Elmer W. Graffam
— chll
„....
Miss Ethelyn Strickland of Boston I
Lyford, Guilford. Stolen bases, Sw< nMr. and Mrs. Pred Noyes —
and
Pay them in one way or another, hired by the association to do the tobacco crop < which is their main
Mass.
His body found hanging in a barn
son, Guilford, Gilchrist, Brown; Bur dren of Bristol. Conn., are guests of I arrived Saturday for a visit with her and children °_f
either directly or indirectly.
most jrrgently needed work in the stay) is turning yellow, necessitating
j
were
dinner
guests
Friday
of
Mr.
and
'
on
the former Lettie Fogg property
' mother Mrs. Alice Strickland.
nett, Tardiff. Passed balls, Damboise his mother, Mrs. Mary Noyes.
An open forum followed, and Prof. cemetery and as usual this is being early cutting and a short crop.
Helfrid Larsen of New York Is a I Mr and Mrs- Chester Colson of Mrs. Russell Staples. Later in the on Mechanic street at about 10 a. m. Newton answered many questions, done this year and will be paid for
2. Struck out, by Brown 9, by Gray 3,
A. I. Perry and E. Donald Perry
day they were joined by Mrs. Her- ' Saturday forenoon. Elmer W. Grafby Manning 8.
clearly and carefully.
visitor at the home of her parents. Rockland arrived Saturday.
from the $37-37 mentioned above.
Mrs"Harriet Jones wentFriday to bert Berry, son Ralph and daughter 1 fam. 63 was pronounced a suicide by
have
been harvesting nay in Camden
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Larsen.
The club members, who were all
This year Interested citizens suggest
visit herdaughter Mrs. Leo Brault Gladys, who remained for a pleasant Dr. H. J. Welsman of Rockland.
the
past
week.
Mrs. Jack Phillips, daughters Nor
"sales tax minded’ at this time ed raising a large fund for further
SIMONTON
county medical examiner.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bowden and
! evening.
ma, Constance and Jane returned In Rockland.
improvements and Aug. 26 a fair is
gained
a
clear
insight
into
the
sub

Discovery was made by Kenneth
Miss Sara Bunker returned Thurs- ] Keith Crockett has a position as
The Farm Bureau will hold an all Saturday from a two weeks visit with
ject, po ably discussed at this pic to be held in the Grange hall for that daughter Constance of Camden.
Knight who went to the barn to look
day
from
a
visit
with
friends
in
Port
instructor
in
the
Junior
High
Schoo
day meeting Thursday at the home of relatives in Rockland.
nic Friday.
purpose. Undeniably lt is a worthy Mrs. Bowden's mother. Mrs. Wallace
Clyde.
J
*
n
M11
°.
„
j at a trailer which he considered buy
Hortense Bohndell. The subject will
Harriet Zahn, Katherine Parker
cause and everyone is asked to help and daughter Leila, called Friday on
Mr. and Mrs. James Middleton and I Mr- and Mrs Ernest Dowe!1 a"d ing. Dr. Weisman stated that the
Mrs. Donald Perry. Mrs. Perry, with
be "Arrangement of Cut Flowers.” and Frances Swartley of Philadelphia
in whatever way he can.
A PITCHERS’ BATTLE
Picnic lunch will be served at noon, j who have been at Mr. and Mrs. Clin- daughter Eleanor of New York are ' sons Terrance and Halsed of Wash man had probably been dead two or
Anyone wishing to contribute money Mr. Perry and children passed a day
passing a few weeks at Camp Alyosca ington. D. C., were guests Wednesday three days. No reason was assigned HUton Had the Better Of It and should 6end It to Gilford B. Butler. recently with Mrs. Donald Smith in
for the act.
of Mrs. Gwendolyn Buzzell.
Shore Acres.
SL George Lost
Any other donations will notify Miss Belfast.
Ralph Wilson, who has been Surviving relatives are four daugh
L. H. Perry suffered a severe sprain
Her.ry
Lawson
went
Saturday
to
Louise Butler or the chairman of any
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STBT. CO.
spending the past ten lays with his ters, Mrs. Kenneth Daucett, Miss
"Too much Hilton" tells the story of the various committees named in to his arm recently while applying
Portland on a business trip.
SERVICE TO: VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN. STONINGTON,
family on West street returned Mon- Mildred Graffam, Mrs. Roland Rich- of why St. George lost in Wiscasset
dressing to a belt at his mill.
ISLE AU HAUT. SWAN'S ISLAND AND FRENCHBORO
Mr. and Mrs. Kendall Hatch of dlay morning to Oriehaven.
He | ards of Rockport, MLss Carolyn Graf- Sunday. Only four hits were made the Tuesday issue of The Courier(Subject To Change Without Notice)
Gazette.
Mrs.
Albert
Sleeper.
Boston
are
passing
a
vacation
with
was accompanied by his daughters fam of Boston; and three sons, New
(Eastern Standard Time)
by the half season champions, but
Secretary of Cemetery Association.
his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs Fred
and carolee. who will visit ton of New York and Rockport. Har
TENANTS HARBOR
SWAN'S ISLAND LINE—STEAMER NORTH HAVEN
Colbath was also pitching fine ball,
K.
Coombs.
Effective June 21st to September 15th Inclusive
there for a week.
old and Maynard of Rockport.
holding the strong Lincoln County
Read Down
Warren Oliver of West Newton,
The annual mid-summer concert
Private funeral services were held team to five hits. The score:
A pre-school conference will be
Daily Ex- Sunday
Daily Ex- Sunday
under the auspices of the Vinalhaven Mass., spent the weekend with his Monday from the home of Maynard
held at the church vestry Friday
cept Sunday Only
cept Sundav Only
SL George
Band has been announced for Friday family at "The Birches." Beauchamp Graffam Mechanic street with Rev.
A.M. P.M. A.M.
A.M. P.M. P.M.
afternoon. Diphtheria and small pox
ab r bh po a e
night. It promises to be of highest avenue.
4.30 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
Ar. 11.55 7.00 5.35
Robert Carle of the Pentecostal Davidson, lb ........ 5 2 2 17 0 0
immunization will be given to chil
All This Week—Matinee Saturday
5.40 3.30 9.10 Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
Ar. 10.55 6.00 4.35
order and no music lover should miss ! Mrs Thurston Spear and chidren j Church officiating. a committal
dren over six months of age for a
Wylie, ss ............... 4 0 114 0
6.50 4.40 10.20 Lv. STONINGTON,
Ar. 9.50 5.00 3.25
it. R Mont Arey is director.
i are visiting her parents in NewYork , service at the grave was also conARTHUR BYRON
small fee. Dr Leach will be assist
Lv. 8.45
S.15
J.50
11.30 Ar. SWAN’S ISLAND,
Hawkins, 2b .......... 4 2 0 1 4 1
Union Church Circle will serve a i for this month.
: ducted by Rev. J. w. Hyssong of the Simmons, 3b .......... 4 10 12 1
in
ed by Miss Grace Lawrence, R.’ N.
Read Up
supper Thursday at the vestry at 5.30 ’Mr. and Mrs. L. H.
Morrill. Mrs .Baptist Church. The bearers were
VINALHAVEN LINE—STEAMER W. S. WHITE
William Barry’s New Comedy
Parents are urged to take the children
Monaghan,
c
..........
3
0
0
6
0
2
Daily Ex- Sunday
Daily Ex- Sunday
Rev. P. J. Clifford of Bethel and I Stanley Payson, son Stanley andMrs.1 the three sons and Roland Richards,
who are to enter school this fall.
Smith. If ............... 4 0 0 1 0 0
cept Sunday Only
“THE
rept Sunday Only
former pastor of this town preached j Gwendolyn Buzzell were callers son-in-law.
A3L
P.M.
P.M.
Rowell,
rf
.............
4
2
110
0
A M. P.M. A.M.
PRODIGAL FATHER”
at Union Church Sunday morning an Thursday on Mr. and Mrs. R A.
Ar. 9.45 5.30 5.30
5.00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
Tne extraordinary policy of fine
Patterson, cf ........ 4 0 0 1 0 0
Lv. 8.30 4.15 4.15
5.15 3.30 9.15 Ar. VINALHAVEN,
able and impressive sermon. Mrs. Simmons in Glenmere.
clothing at small profits continues to
PORT
CLYDE
Colbath,
p
............
4
0
0
0
2
0
Week
Starting
88-T-S-tf
Miss Ethel Peabody, who has been
Elizabeth Earl of Philadelphia was
make friends for Lindsey's, formerly
MONDAY, AUGUST 23
soloist. There were special selections visiting at the home of Mrs. Ralph
Mr and Mrs. Kendrick Stimpson
the Levi Seavey * Clothing Store,
36
7
4*29
12
4
Matinee
Saturday,
August
28
I by the choir with anthem solo by Wilson, returned Friday to Peabody, of Boston, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wal
Watts
Block. Thomaston. Seeing is
Wiscasset
Lakewood Players Present
Ruth Brown. Mrs. Evelyn Hall was Mass.
lace and daughter and son of Brain
believing and believing is clothing
ab
r
bh
po
a
The
Famous
Comedy
Success
Com. Howard A. Tribou. U.S.N. tree are visiting Herbert Stimpson
organist. Rev. and Mrs. Clifford,
sa tISfaction.—adv.
Jackson, ss ............ 5 0 0 0
daughter Alene and son-in-law and Medical Corps was at home from and Miss Barbara Small. Mr. and
Redonnett,
rf
......
4
2
2
1
RATES:
Mr. and Mrs. Ardell Hinckley of Portsmouth, N. H., to spend the Mrs. John Lawler of South Port Sherman, 2t> .......... 5 2 11
Jingle *2O-3«-3»
Bethel are passing a vacation in weekend with his mother. Mrs. Nancy land who has been guests of Herbert Hilton, p ............. 5 10 1
to Your hotel in BOSTON
J. Tribou.
town and greeting old time friends.
Stimpson have returned home. Mr.
by
Mr. and Mrs. William Robart of Stimpson has also been host recently Smith, c ................. 5 0 0 9
AH ROOMS WITH BAT»
|Katharine IDayton and
Cormier,
lb
..........
5
3
1
15
500
R
ooms
Dr. Walter P. Conley, optometrist, ! Newton. Mass., arrived Sunday for a to Mrs. Grace Magune of Thomaston,
$rc*«I w«Uy ratM
George S. Kaufman
will be at his Vinalhaven office from visit at the home of Mrs. Minnie i Mrs. John Gibbs, Miss Cecelia Mur Farnham, lb.......... 4 10 0
with
Ames,
If
...............
4
0
0
2
RADIO
the arrival of the boat Wednesday Crozier.
phy, and Mrs. Vinton Stillings( Laura
Lewis,
cf
...............
4
111
SERVIDOR
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Sidney
Oxton
of
afternoon, Aug. 18, until the departure
Freeman) of Bradford, Vt.
KAY STROZZI

JF’

KEAG CEMETERY

"SOULS AT SEA

l&KCWCGO

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/

TUB

SHOWER

MANGER

« NORTH STATION
STEPTRAIN' toy«ur ROOM

“FIRST LADY”

of the boat Thursday afternoon, Rockland, were callers Friday on Mr.
Aug. 19.
97-98 and Mrs. Russell Staples, Highland
Square.
Dr. and Mrs. Gqprge Ingraham
The United States pottto crop for
1937 is indicated to be in excess of who have been visiting her parents,
404 million bushels, about 23 percent Mr. and Mrs. M W. Spear for ten
larger than the crop harvested in days, returned Sunday to Providence.
Pearl Baker, R. N. of the Presby
1936 and 9 percent above the 1928-32
average crop.
terian Hospital. Philadelphia, is vlsit-

Mrs. John Freeman and daugh
ter Gladys who have been in Brad
ford, Vt., and Thomaston the past
five weeks, are now at Hydeaway cot
tage for the remainder of this month.
Miss Jane Hyde, Miss Ada Mosely of
New York and Mrs. William Cary of
New Jersey are also at that cottage
during August.

41 10 5 30 12 1
• Two out when winning run scored.
Struck out, by Colbath 0, by Hilton
9. Three-base hits, Farnham, David
son, Sherman. Two-base hits. Redon
nett 2, Sherman, Cormier. Home run,
Lowell. Base on balls, by Colbath 1,
by Hilton 2. Umpire. Oove.

And Cast of 30 Players
Seats, All Performances
60 Cents and $1.00 plus tax
Phone Skowhegan 434

Wednesday Afternoon, August 25
CORNELIA OTIS SKINNER
in
“THE WIVES OF HENRY VIII”

The Morning AfterTaking

Carters Little Liver Pills
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Every-OtHer-Day

THE INGRAHAMS

WARREN
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Aus

HOW LONG CAN A
THREE-QUARTER WIFE
HOLD HER HUSBAND?

EAST WALDOBORO

NEW HARBOR

Page Five
| Gosnold Arms, telling about the work
of the fine boat, and of the good it
does along the coast.
j Mrs. Anne Hinners of Waltham,
Mass,, is spending several days with
her mother Mrs. Anne Gardner.

Delicious and Convenient

Frank Goodwin of Quincy, Mass.,
This community is having a busy
who had been touring New Hamp season with its hotels booked full
shire and Northern Maine visited rel and the cottages overflowing with
Mich., end Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Har
atives recently in this place.
folks who enjoy the sea shore and
Old Officers
ris of Longwood. Fla.
Stanton Hanna who spent a week's who are so glad of the opportunity
Mrs. Jennie D. Smith and Mrs.East-----r Donald O. Starrett. of Providence,
vacation at his mother's has returned to be away from the heat of the man Smith of Rutherford, N. J., and
Aug. 5. the descendants of Deacon
OU have to work at marriage
cities this time of year.
R. I., is visiting his parents, Mr. and
to Boston.
to make a success of it. Men
Damariscotta spent Wednesday with
Job, Squire Joseph, Capt. Josiah, and
may be selfish, unsympathetic,
Mrs. W. G. Hemenway of Rockland
Mrs. Chester E. A. Starrett, at their
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Hale of 1 Mrs. George B. Fowler.
but
that's
the
way
they're
made
Nancy Ingraham, early settlers of summer home.
is guest of Miss Ellie Mank.
^nd you might as well realize it.
Quebec are occupying the Ross cot- I Mr. and Mrs. Armstrong and son
what Is now the southend of Rock
Mrs. L. A. Winchenbach of South tage for the month of August.
When your back aches and your
Guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. E.
of Washington D. C„ are at the Gosnerves scream, don't take it out
Waldoboro was at Mrs. L. I. Mank’s
land, and the adjoining portion of S Carroll and Mr. and Mrs. Harry
on your husband. He can’t possibly
Stanley
Brackett
of
Boston
is
j
nold Arms for three weeks' stay,
know how you feel.
Friday on a call.
what is now the town of Owl’s Head, i Beane were Mr. and Mrs. Bert Carroll
For three generations one woman
visiting his sister Mrs. Marion
Dr. Fuller was at the Mosher cot
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Norman
Matheson
has told another how to go "smil
children of John Ingraham, of Cape Mr. and Mr. Theodore Richards and |
tage Thursday to attend Jeff Mosher
and son Norman who recently vis Brackett for ten days.
ing through’’ with Lydia E. Pink■ sens Carroll and Gerald all of Rockham's Vegetable Compound. It
Ann, Massachusetts, met for the 57th
Mrs. Eleanor Williams of New York whose hand was jammed in closing
ited Mr. and Mrs. H. McIntire, have
i port.
helps Nature tone up the system,
ls
boarding at E. A. McFarland’s |a window.
time since the first gathering of the
returned
to
Newton,
Mass.
thus
lessening
the
discomforts
from
At the home of Mr. and Mrs. E. S.
the functional disorders which
Miss Arolyn Gilbert ls expected
NORTH WALDOBORO
Miss Leona Rlnes, R. N„ of Port during this month.
| Carroll and Mr. and Mrs. Harry
family in 1878
women must endure in the three
home Thursday after having spent
land
recently
visited
at
the
home
ordesb
of
life:
1.
Turning
from
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Herman
Sweet
of
Onse more Penobscot View Grange ' Beane, callers Sunday were Mr. and
John Burnheimer and family and
girlhood to womanhood. 2. Pre
of her uncle J. A. Rines'.
hall, at Glen Cove, was the place of J Mrs. H. P. McGUvery and children
Brunswick, are occuying the Riley two months in New London, Conn,
paring for motherhood. 3. Ap
with
her
sister.
1 the Savage family were Martin's
Charles L. Bowers accompanied by McFarland house for August.
proaching "middle age."
the reunion, whence came descend- Anita and Gerald, and Miss Viola
Don’t be a three-quarter wife,
Dr. J. H. Feeley of Franklin. Mass. Point vlsUors Monday,
Mrs. L. A. Winchenbach and Miss
Roland
Kelley
of
Canton,
Ohio,
' McFadden all of Auburn. Anita Mctake LYDIA E PINKHAM'S
ants, members of their families, ] Gilvery will remain here for the week.
Arvilla motored last Tuesday to Ban who has been ill at the Memorial is passing several days at Ragged
VEGETABLE COMPOUND and
Grace Allen and Mary Perkins of
Edges with Tils family.
Go "Smiling Through.”
gor,
Waterville and Gardiner.
guests and longtime friends of the
Hospital in Damariscotta is much
Dr and Mrs. Raymond Vinal of
Bath spent the weekend with Marie
George
Richardson
of
Exeter
N.
H.,
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Palmer and improved in health and is spending a ca,led Mq
Ingrahams (who have practically j j.rignton, Mass., were
weekend
m p McParlan(rs' Burnheimer.
friend of Vassalboro, Mr. and Mrs. few
fdnr etnnn milk ki„
*
been adopted into the family), to guests of Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Vi
days with his father Frank Kelly i Mr. and Mrs.
WALDOBORO
Charles Hinds of
Mrs. Ruth Howard of Barre, Mass.
Frank Rich and children Vina and before returning to work.
more than half a hundred. The di ral, joining their daughter Jane Wal
J Oardiner have been spending several who has been visiting her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. James Fleet (Lois Donald and Mr. Spear of Hallowell
rect descendants Included nineteen cott. who ls at the home of her
Carl Gifford is going carpenter days with Mr. and Mrs. Mosher at Mr- and Mrs. E. D. Mank for two
Hagerman) of Ossining, N. Y. were were guests Sunday at Otto Bowden's. work for M. F. McFarland
of Job, one of Joseph, three of Josiah grandparents,
weeks, returned home Saturday.
their cottage here.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Rines were vis
and two of Nancy, the oldest present
Mrs Ellen Wellman and Maurice weekend guests of Mrs. Emma Hager
The missionary boat, Sunbeam was
George Benner ls engaged ln paintMrs. viola Stiles arrived Saturday
itors
Thursday
ln
Rockland.
being Mrs. Nancy J. Tribou, of Rock- Wellman had as weekend visitors, man.
in the Harbor Monday night. Mr. after spending several days at her lng the residence of Ellard Mank
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ambrose
Day,
Mr.
and
Earle
Spear
has
bought
the
Luther
port and the youngest. Miss Kathryn ' Charles Young, Esten Blake of AuGuptill showed movies at the home ln New York.
Mrs. Agnes Townsend and West
O. Bragdon. aged six months.
gusta. Mrs. Laura Blake. Mrs. Wilma Glidden house and with his family Mrs. Wallace Blaisdell and son Rob
The one who came from the great Stanley and Miss Marlon Blake of has moved there. Mr and Mrs. Glld- ert of Fort Fairfield and Mrs. Carrie
Levesque were callers last Tuesday at
est distance was'Luther H Crockett, Rockland.
The hosts and their, den are hving ln Thomaston.
Ivan Scott's.
Mr.
and
Mrs
Clifford
Swanson
and
jeweler and expert setter of dia guests enjoyed a motor trip Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. L. I. Mank received
monds in iNew York, he tracing his to Farmington where they visited children of Waltham. Mass., are
|
visiting
Daniel
Jackson.
calls
recently from Capt. and Mrs.
descent from the sister of the three Stanwood Park.
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Kimmich and Lew Wallace and Mrs. Annie Wallace
brothers, who were the original set
The meeting of the Eastern States family of New Jersey are guests of i of Friendship, Mr. and Mrs. Perley
tlers, Nancy, who became Nancy
Winchenbach, Mr. and Mrs. Nelson
Farmers Exchange Friday at Glover ( Mr. and Mrs. S H. Weston,
Spalding.
Mrs Florence M. Knowles and Miss Winchenbach, Mrs. Franklin Pitcher,
ball was well attended, about 150
Quite a number of absences were ' members being present from Thom- Winifred Knowles have returned to Mr. and Mrs. Augustine Turner, Mrs.
noted. some being missed from the aston. Warren. Union, Waldoboro. Chelsea. Mass
1Nettle Drown and niece of South
Howard A. Marple, who passed a Waldoboro and Mr. and Mrs. Dennis
usual Knox contingent, and none -of j Washington, Liberty, Wiscaset. and
the Augusta group attended, though f f oblcboro. The meeting in charge week with his mother, Mrs. I. T. Carroll and daughter of Rockland.
Mr rnd Mrs. Josiah Jameson and
a letter was read from Edwin H. of Herbert Hawes of Union, the local Marple has returned to Chicago.
Ingraham, the well-known tailor of representative, was presided over by j Mrs. Gracia Libby, who has been Mr and Mrs. Edward Coombs were
the Capital City.
It developed, dur- Frank B. Day of Durham, a Maine di- staying for six weeks at the Gay ' in Portland recently.
Ing the session that Mr and Mrs. rector of the company. Mr. Day who eamp Martin's Point, returned Sun- Austin Wily who was at the Togus
Enos E. Ingraham have now become speke. introduced Oscar Wilbur of day to Boston. She was accompanied hospital two weeks for treatment, has
the grandparents of 19. by reason Cape Elizabeth, field man of the ten by Miss Clara Gay.
returned home. Sixteen relatives and
of the birth of a daughter since the southern counties of the State, who in
John W. Pollard of Lowell. Mass., friends and members of the V.F.W.,
last reunion, to Mr. and Mrs. B. H turn introduced Mr Waite, of Spring- is visiting Capt. and Mrs. Ralph Pol- gathered Monday at his farm and
raked and hauled in the hay with
field. Mass., head of the fertilizer lard.
Cates of Vassalboro.
One entering the dining room as department. Pictures of the mills in
Mrs. Jennie L. Sidelinger of Rock- trucks, oxen and horses.
Misses Una Clark. Myrtle Reever
Mrs. Carol L. Bragdon said grace. Buffalo, were shown. Ice cream and land and Mrs. Grace E. Chapman
would have been assured by the cake were served by Mystic Rebekah and Lawrence Chapman of Calais and friend of Augusta were guests
tempting display of good things to Lodge, under the direction of Mrs. have been guests of Mrs. Augusta Thursday of Mrs. N. S. Reever.

Annual Reunion Held At tin Snow in East Warren wen Mr.
Glen Cove—Cling To the and Mrs. James Canwell of Jack3in,

SALADfl

Y

TEA-BAGS

411

Burnhelmer of Jamaica Plains. Mass,
are guests of Mr and Mrs. J. A.
Burnheimer.
Earl Newbert and family of Michi
gan and his sister Pauline Newbert
of Lancaster. Pa . made a call last
Tuesday on relatives and friends
here.
Emma Burnheimer of Lynn, Mass.,
was guest of Martha Eugley a few
days recently,
Hammock tops, cushion covers,
waterproof covers and waterproofing. Rockland Awning Co., Inc. Tel.
1262-W —adv
62-T-tf

READ THIS

to your husband

eat, with which the tables were cov- Edna Moore. Mrs. Mildred Gammon Genthner.
| Mrs. Elsie Mank served at the
ered, that no one would leave the ' and Mrs Corinne Perkins,
DUTCH NECK
room with appetite unsatisfied, but
Mrs. Abbie McQui'.ken and son Er- Woman's Club lawn festival instead
that one likely to overeat was in dan- J’est have returned to Solon after vis- of Mrs. Elsie Morse gs stated in the
Ronald Emus of Wollaston, Mass..
recent account. Mrs. Mank is secre- j is on a week's vacation at the Emus
itmg relatives in
town.
ger of doing that very thing.
The Baptist Ladies Circle will serve tary of the club, a most efficient j summer home.
When business was in order. Enos
E. Ingraham of Rockport and Elden a picnic supper at the Montgomery member and one who can be depend- Mrs. Hattie Meirill, Mrs. Csle3U
L. Vose of Knox, acting as collectors, rooms Thursday, under the direction ed upon in all activities. Miss Anne Winchenbaugh. Mrs. Mamie Benner
secured more than enough money to of Mrs. Avis Norwood and Mrs Grace Ashworth and Miss Marjorie Colwell.| and Miss Ada Winchenbaugh were
take care of the expenses of the re- Wyllie. Those who attend are re- members of the Girl Scouts, assisted Rockland visitors recently
the club members in several capaci- , Dorothy Perry of Bath is a visitor
union so that the Treasurer's report quested to take dishes.
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. QranGuests last week of Mr. and Mrs,1 t^s.
showed all bills paid and a balance
George Buck were Mrs Henry Buck ' Sessions of the Methodist Sunday vllle Gross.
of over $57 in the treasury.
The Ingrahams seem inclined to [and daughter Miss Ellura Buck of School will be discontinued through
Misses Stella Chase. Edith Winthis
month
and
will
reopen
Sept.
5
chenbach
and Ruth Geele have em|
Bangor.
keep certain ones in office for life
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hilton and ployment at the Medomak Canning
Dr. and Mrs. Arthur Grose who
and this year the report of Enos E.
Ingraham, of Knox, and Mrs. Zaida spent the past week at Spectacle Mrs Esther Mason of Framingham, factor in Winslow's Mills.
The Gaines summer home here has
Winslow of Rockland, renominating Island. Lake Wlnnepausaukee, N. H., Mass., Miss Grace Cotton and Miss
Althea
Dutton
of
Revere,
Mass,
have
recently
been sold to Sidney Haskell
returned
home
Saturday.
these officers, resulted in their elec
Mr. and Mrs. William Teague, been guests of Mrs. Lilia Blaney and of Larchmont. N. Y„ Mr. Haskell Is
tion for the coming year:
making extensive repairs on the
guests the past month of Mrs. Law- j Miss Marcia Blaney.
President—Frank H. Ingraham.
buildings.
Vice President—Enos E. Ingraham. rence Kalloch. returned Saturday to
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Richardson
Canaan, Conn.
At “The Waldo'
Secretary—Kathleen O'Hara.
of
Portland are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
The
amount
netted
from
the
ConTreasurer—Susie Snow.
The Waldo Theatre announces two
H.
L. Stahl.
grega tional fair last Thursday was weeks Qf hlgh class entertalnment
Historian—Ellen Tolman.
Misses Mary Dougie and Elaine
$124
65;
Instead
of
tho
$112
previously
th
at
began
Sunday
with
the
presenCommittee on Arrangements—Gil
reported.
jsentation of "Another Dawn" with Dougie of Windsor recently visited
ford B Butler.
• • • •
their aunt Mrs. Celeste Winchen
Committee on Entertainment—Ma
! Kay Francis and Errol Flynn. Today
Recent guests of Mrs. Ellen Well
baugh.
bel K Rollins.
and this evening the incomparable
Mr. and Mrs Herbert Wilson and
man and Maurice Wellman were Mr.
Committee on Obituary—Louise
team Jeannette MacDonald and
son Robie returned Thursday to
and Mrs. Ira Vinal and Mrs. Eliza
Butler.
Nelson Eddy will be seen in “Naughty
beth Pease and daughter of Thomas
Wellesley. Mass.
• • • •
Marietta." Bank Night will draw a
ton.
large audience to see Jean Arthur
Miss Jessie Davies of Camden, has
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Peabody, Mrs.
SOUTH THOMASTON
Edward Arnold in “Easy Living"
added to the “family" collection of Ella Cunningham. Mrs. Alice Cook. iand
_
..
,
.>
s
..... .
, ,,,
.
Paramount s comedy hit of the seathings of interest, a photograph of ...
Miss Hilda Aspey of Warren and Mr.
Mrs. Georgia Snow has received
.
son
"Barnard " (Bernard) Ingraham, with and Mrs. Alfred Bunker of _
Bath and
word
that her son Carl underwent
his horses hayrack, and crew, in the Mrs. Ida Ames and daughter Roberta Thursday and Friday "Saratoga"
an operation in the Berlin (NU )
hayfteld. in days of yore. The presi of‘ WoolwiclT visited"Saturday” with J'an Harlows la4t P‘cture ln whlch
Hospital last week and is recovering
dent read from ancient documents, of Mr. and Mrs Edwin Copeland of 8h* * “-starred with Clark Gable, j
satisfactorily.
the days when this section of Maine Bath at the Copeland cottage in
1 ** °n the screen' Saturd»y wi“ |
Frank Light of Washington who
was a part of the County of Lincoln Woolwich, the occasion being a din- >nn« Shlrle-V TemPle and Victor Me- |
visited his aunt Mrs. Amos Norton
and Commonwealth of Massachu ner party honoring the birthdays of, ^g‘en in "W‘* Willie w^ie " and
recently has returned home.
setts. particularly relating to pro Mrs Peabody of Warren and Mrs. Sunday' Monday and Tuesday of
Joseph Norton of Brighton is in
next week one of the finest films of
ceedings before Joseph Ingraham, Copeland.
town for a week.
the
year.
"Stella
Dallas
”
starring
the “Judge" and “Squire” in this
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Teague of Ma
Miss Ina Anderson who has been
vicinity, his mark for his cattle, and chias enroute from a trip to Boston, Barbara Stanwyck supported by John
at Farmington Normal School for the
Boles
and
Ann
Shirley.
petitions relating to asking protec were callers Saturday st the home of
teachers' course returned home Fri
tion for this portion of Maine, during Mrs. Edwin Teague.
day.
The extraordinary policy of fine
the War of 1812.
Mr. and Mrs. Merton Thayer and
Mrs Ruth B. Kirk who has been
The death of Georgia Simonton of daughter. Miss Muriel Thayer who clothing at small profits continues to
visiting her parents Mr. and Mrs. J.
Rockport Feb. 27. 1936. was reported have been at Mr and Mrs. P. D. Star- make friends for Lindsey's, formerly
M. Bartlett left Monday for her home
and a tribute of respect was paid to rett's returned Friday to Brockton, the Levi Seavey Clothing Store.
in Drain, Ore.
Watts Block. Thomaston. Seeing is
her memory. It was later learned Mass.
A surprise party was given to
believing
and
believing
is
clothing
that the names of Louise (Mrs. Fred i
Mr and Mrs. Albert Robinson have
Orrin
Benner last Tuesday, that
Ingraham, of Bangor and her son returned to Cincinnati, after being j satisfaction.—adv.
date being his birthday. Refresh
and daughter. Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt guests a week of Mr. and Mrs. M. R.
who is employed at Pownal. came ments including ice cream were en
Ingraham should also be added to Robinson.
joyed and many useful gifts were re
with her for a few .lays vacation.
the list of deaths, for 1936.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Blodgett,
ceived.
Mrs. Clara Johnson of Boston is
A report was made as to the con oaughter Jane and son Hugh of
dition of the so-called Ingraham Westfield, N. J., are visitors at Mr. spending a vacation with her parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Perry.
NORTH WARREN
Cemetery at Ingraham Hill, and Mrs and Mrs. M R. Robinson's.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Hills had as
Mabel K. Rollins of West Somerville,
Miss Phyllis Perry has returned
. _ . ,
.. with
... relatives
.
Blueberries and beans form the
Mass., Enos E. Ingraham, and Mrs. from two weeks visit
in guests
_ , Saturday. Mr. and Mrs. George
Stetson and children. Stanley and chief topics for conversation in this
Jeanette Dunton. the latter of Rock Belmont, Mass., -ind
Somerville,
Sally of Girard. Ohio, ar.d Misses vicinity.
land. were appointed a committee to Mass.
Louise Bowler and Evelyn Bowler
Work began last week on the sec
investigate the condition of the re
Miss Shirley Payson of Portland
spective burial places of the founders spent the weekend with her father of New York City who are visiting tion of State road here.
Mrs. Nellie Benner is visiting
of the family in this section, and re Virgil Payson, and orother Mr. and relatives in Waterville.
Mrs. Susie Carlisle of Somerville, Mabie Crawford for a few weeks.
port at the next reunion.
Mrs. Merrill Payson. Her mother,
Mass., is spending n vacation at the
W. L. Oracle lost one of his steers
• • • •
Mrs. Rollins spoke of the custom gram, under the direction of Mrs. home of Miss Lizzie Winslow and Thursday while mowing. The aniWinnie Winslow.
mal swung around, backed on the
of many reunion associations to make Rollins:
cutter bar of the machine and sev
Singing "America." by all
pilgrimages to places connected with
Tlie extraordinary policy of fine ered the cord in his leg.
Piano Solo. Edwin B. Rollins.
the family history, and suggested a
clothing at small profits continues to
Harry Lewis is staying at C. W.
Recitations and song. Raymond F.
visit to Ingraham's Point at the South
make friends for Lindsey's, formerly Mank’s while engaged in raking
Pendleton
of
Rockland.
end ln Rockland, and part^ularly to
the Levi Seavey Clothing Store, blueberries for E. C. Cutting.
Solos. Elden L. Vose of Knox.
the house where her ancestor lived,
Watts Block, Thomaston. Seeing is
Duets, Mr. and Mrs. Coyt Ingra
and she was appointed a committee
believing and believing is clothing
ham of Knox.
to arrange therefor next year.
satisfaction.—adv.
Historical Sketch of the Ingraham
Mrs. Rollins gave a historical
sketch of the Ingraham family, Family, Mabel K. Rollins.
Duets. Mrs. Carol L. Bragdon and
which proved very interesting, the
Mrs. Coyt Ingraham of Knox.
record covering ten generations.
Singing. “God Be With You T1U
The reunion concluded with the
presentation of the following pro- We Meet Again ” bj’ all.

READ THE AM

A “HOTPOINT” ELECTRIC WATER HEATER
Purchased During This Sale for Only

A WEEK,

(fiaycMe. nvaniAly)
would give us three things:
Wc would enjoy a constant supply of crystal -clear, piping-hot
water, without thought or attention, at any hour of the day
or night, year in and year out.

2
3

We would be making a bargain purchase in a rising market.
We would gain the lowest electric rate of 1c a kwh which would
reduce the average cost of all electricity we use in our home.

Let's have low-cost electric water heating service

i V—.

Electricity

and take advantage of

This is the 50-GalIon
“Hotpoint” Electric Water
Heater with automat io
temperature control, ami
thick rock-wool insulation.
99c A U EEK UlYS IT.

CENT
POWE

A1NE
&MPAMY
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THOMASTON

In Everybody’s Column

performance of "Rene*’ returning
------I homr Sunday.
i Advertisements ln this column not to
Mr. and Mrs. William T Smith and , There were four tables in play at i
1 exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
cents, three times for 50 cents Addlson William. Mrs. Oeorge W. Ludwig the meeting of Contract Club. Friday
l tlonal lines Ave cents each for one time
CUT FLOWERS, for sale. Stock, calen
and guest. Mrs. H. M. Dean of Ja- afternoon. Honors were assigned to
10 cents for three times Six small words dulas.
bachelor buttons, asters and other
to a line
males Plain. Mass., and Miss Edna L. Miss Lizzie Levensaler. Mrs. Richard
flowers. 8weet peas. 35 for 25c. DELIA
tORK.
City. Tel. 588-M
94-tf
Ames motored Saturday to Bar Har O Elliot. Mrs. Helen Smith and Mrs. i
28-FOOT
pewer
boat,
for
sale
Red
seal
bor and Mt. Cadillac.
Ann Decker.
Continental motor, good scallop boat, see
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Kinney of
Mrs. Ava Simmons of Oakland is
any Sunday. F. M RIDER. Rockport.
98*103
Rockland, accompanied by Mrs. Kin- ’. isiting her brother Dr Benjamin H
QUAKER RANGE, for sale. HORACE
ney
s
mother.
Mrs.
Herbert
Newbert
of
Keller
for
a
few
days.
Now Showing
98*100
TWO KITTENS, lost, one all black; MAXCY, Warren. Me
this town, motored to Linwood. Mass .
Mrs. Richard Webb and son Rich
other all Kray; Under please notify 13
FEATHER
BEDS,
for
sale,
48
MAIN
TALBOT AVE. Tel 82
98-100
where they were guests of Mr. and ard. who passed six weeks with her
I . __ __ _—------------------------------ ST., Thomaston
98*100
i
NOTICE
Is
hereby
given
of
the
loss
A New Collection
Mrs Eugene Closson for the week- parents. Mr. and Mrs. Herbert New
, of deposit book numbered 1757 and the
THE ATWOOD LEVENSALER Property.
I end.
owner of said book asks for duplicate ln 23 Knox Street. Thomaston, for sale.
bert returned Saturday to Syracuse.
accordance with the provision of the Price leasonable Apply to F D EL
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Thompson of N. Y
State Law SECURITY TRUST CO. Vi LIOT, Thomaston.
98-tf
nalhaven Branch. By ENSIGN OTIS.
Misses Amy and Alida Robinson of
Upton. Mass. arrived Saturday to
GLENWOOD range with oil burner
RECEIVER. Rockland. Maine. Aug 10.
visit Mrs. Aletha Thompson for a Winchester. Mass are visiting their
1937.
95-T-101 connected, for sale; also two lawn chairs
ln good condition. 58 WARREN ST.
sister Mrs. Edward Robinson.
week
Tel. 807-W
98-100
Mr
and
Mrs.
Earl
F.
Wilson
of
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. J. Price, who
FARM for sale. Nine acres on Rt 17,
mile from Union; good water, elec
i one
spent two weeks with her mother, Gray were luncheon guests Friday
lights, excellent place for poultry
♦ tric
Mrs Scott Young and sister. Miss oi his sisters. Mrs. Fred J. Overlook
and truck ggruenlng. WILBUR ESANCY.
Union
________
96-98
U
Margaret Young, returned Saturday and Misses Hortense B. Wilson and
MACHINISTS wanted— familiar with
Editb
H
Wilson,
motoring
there
for
CUT
FLOWERS,
for
sale,
extra
nice
Fur Repairs, Remodeling and Storage
tc Roxbury, Mass.
blueprints to operate any of the follow gladiolus, sweet peas, snap dragons. C.
Mrs.
Delia
Hayes
and
daughter
thelr
dau
8
hter
*
Miss
Sarah,
who
had
lng
machines;
Milling
Machine.
Lathe,
A VOSE. Brooklyn Heights. Thoma.ton.
16 School St. Odd Fellow’s Block Tel. 541 Rockland
(Radial Drill. Drill Press. Turret Lathes. Tel. 150-11.
97*99
Marie of Somerville, Mass., Mr. and been visiting her aunts for a week
Planer. Boring Mill, Auto Screw Ma
VINEGAR, for sale, 19c gal. untlTsept.
90-tf
and
who
accompanied
them
home.
chines;
also
A
R
Machinists,
out
of
Mrs. Sidney Wyliie of Warren and
State, steady work, good wages, no labor 1; after that 30c. Oe* It at once SIMON
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Skillin of
98-100
grandchildren and George Teague,
John GalUudct (with thc gunl runs into a peck of trouble in Columbia’'; trouble For Interview ln Rockland write TON, Rockville.
SERVICE, 720 Main Street
NEW kitchen oil burners for sale.
also of Warren, called on Mrs. Carrie Portland were weekend guests of Mr “Girls Can Play." A talented racketeer in the film. Gallaudct. like all deni- 1 PERSONNEL
Hartford.
Conn.
96*98
$18 50 complete. 5-year guarantee; over
GREENLAW-LOVEJOY
Young. Saturday at her home in and Mrs. Richard W. Feyler.
zens of the underworld, is finally trapped. Jacqueline Wells and Charles —WANTED7Names. MEN undei 2fi who 800 burners ln Knox County and not one
"Sweeten it with Domino
Miss
Mildred
Demmons
spent
the
dissatisfied customer. Oet your kitchen
He
willing
to
work
for
(75
00
a
month
Cushing.
Quigley (In background! led him right into Detective Guinn Williams wel White training to become aviators or or furnace burner -lei.ied and adjusted
Refined inU.S.A.
Marriage announcement of Charles
The Class of 1915. Thomaston High weekend in Cumberland Mills with coming arms.—adv.
[ ground mechanics One year s training for winter by expert oil burner men;
Quick icings
Fruits.cereals
Call HAROLD E
E Greenlaw and Alice M. Lovejoy, School will hold a reunion Aug. 21 at her aunt. Miss Susan Shute.
given by U. 8. Air Corps. Coats absolutely work guaranteed
or KENNETH
and fillings
iced drinks
i nothing
FLYING
INTELLIGENCE COOMBS. Tel. 768-R
Stephen Lavendar of Astoria. Long
both of Winthrop has been received Rockledge Inn. Spruce Head, with
MILLS.
46W.
__________________
98-100
SERVICE. Box 522. Milwaukee, Wls
96-100
at this office. They were married at dinner at 7.30 o'clock Those attend Island. N. Y.. joined Mrs. Lavendar
FIRST-CLASS hard wood, loi "ale. de
TWO single men. wanted, to mow livered promptly, (9 cord; slab wood
Beans Corner in Jay Wednesday ing are to meet at the post office at and daughter Stephanie. Saturday
' binhes. blueberry land, can furnish delivered $5 cord. 2-cord lots (9 ROB
for t two weeks' vacation at the home
night. Aug 11. by Rev. Horace M. 6.45,
I chance to stay. Long Job. SIMONTON. ERT ESANCY. Liberty, lei. Washington
96*98
Rcckvllle.
98*100 12-23.
Taylor at the Baptist parsonage.
Mr and Mrs. Percy E. Demmons of his parents. Dr. and Mrs. Allyne
SMALL, able, sea-worthy, cat-boat, for
| MAN WANTED to act as direct repre
They were attended by Mrs. Horace motored Saturday to Lakewood W. Feabody.
sentative for reliable Nursery Arm All sale: fully equipped mid rigged ln first
Harold Miranda and Daniel Con
J fruit trees, roses, etc., completely guar class condition. Could be transported to
M. Taylor and Walton E. Hoppe.
v here they attended the evening
anteed Investment or experience un lake by truck If desired Is fitted for
ley returned Sunday to Hartford,
necessary Pay weekly. CONNECTICUT outboard motor, price $75, Apply A. J.
98*100
aftei spending the past week at the
VALLEY NURSERIES. Manchester. Conn WILSON. Spruce Head.
__________________________________ 96*It
14-FOOT outboard motor boat, for
njJZJZJZfZJZrZfZJZJZJZJSJZJZJZJZJZrgJZfZJZfZ.rZfZr2JZJZJZf2fZfZfZJZJS.''gJZfZfZfZJZn ZrATATi ZJZJZfZJZfZfZfZJZJZfgJ?''! home of Mr. and Mrs. John Hew’ett.
Will carry seven
WAITRESS, wanted at once at THE sale, good conl'tlon
Miss Eloise Dunn, who has been
WM. INGRAHAM. Rockport
LOBSTER POT. Friendship. Tel Wal- persons.
I doboro 19-2
98-lt
rtttndir.g summer session at U. of M
FARM, for sale
Oood buildings,
WIRE haired fox terrier puppy, wanted
returned home Saturday.
TEL 466-M.
98*100 sightly location, fine summer home
MRS GERTRUDE M STUDLEY. Thom! Mr. and Mrs. George Bates (Kath
PATIENTS wanted at REST HAVEN', | aston. Me
95-105
erine Kelleran) and his mother Mrs
105 Limerock St.. Tel. 1293, Eva Ames.
DOUBLE-ENDER for sale, lap streaked
___________________________________ 97*99
Clara Bates of Buffalo. N. Y.. were
iH A DUNTON. 18 Meihanlc St . Tel
EXPERIENCED MAID wanted.
for ' 763-M.
96*98
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. John
general housework and cooking, one will I HAWTHORNE HOMESTEAD Tenant s
ing
to
leave
town
MRS
IT
C
MORAN,
Hewett.
! JR 25 Chestnut St . Tel 161.
97-99 [ Harbor village, for sale. 9-room house.
Forty-three
members of
the
’ fine condition, lights, bath, living spring
EXPERIENCED OIRL. wanted for gen ’ ln cellar. Large lot. shade trees, etc.
Friendly Club including guests were
eral housework; must be good cook; i Price attractive.
GRANVILLE BACHwilling to go to Swampscott. Mass . for ELDER. Tel. 16-12, Tenant's Harbor.
entertained at a picnic supper Thurs
winter; good wages. MRS MILDRED
_______________ ____________ 97-tf
day at the home of Mrs Foster Fales
BESSE. Crescent Beach. Tel. 425-5.
GOLDEN BANTAM CORN for sale also
| ____________
97-99
Mrs. Olive Leach, whose birthdayother vegetables and Red Astrachan ap
OIRL wanted lor general housework, ples.
OVERNESS SARKESIAN. Tel.
anniversary was on that date was
and assist in care of children. FLOR 568-W. 157 Talbot Ave.
97-99
ENCE YOUNG, Tel 802-R
96*98
showered with handkerchiefs and
I BA 11 EkY RADIO, for sale, completc
OIRL
or
woman
wanted
for
general
presented a cleverly decorated cake
with A and B batteries TEL. 134
housework, willing to leave Rockland
96-98
Games were played.
winters
MRS R. L
WILSON. 48
FORD V-8. for sale. 1936. 4-door de
Talbot Ave.
96*96
Dr. and Mrs. Emil Dillenbach. who
luxe sedan; trunk, radio, heater and all
PATIENTS wanted to care for ln my accessories: In excellent condition; low
"Naughty Maiiftta'—“Rose Marie"—and now. “Maytime!" The screen's home
spent two weeks at Holiday Beach
Don’t be perplexed these hot da^s
MRS C E OROTTON. 138 Cam price for cash TEL 537-J
94-96
with Mr. and Mrs. Guy K. Lermond. most popular sinking lovers rente in the lovely Rida Johnson Young operetta. den St Tel 1214-M._______________ 95-ff
STARRETT
MICROMETER
1929
OLD PEOPLE, wanted to care for: rates Nash radiator. 193C. Chevy engine, lor
returned Friday to Springfield Mass The unforgettable "Sweetheart. Will You Remember?" is only one of a wide
Visit >>our Nation-Wide Grocer
leasonable. Write AB C., care of The sale MRS M S DICK Tel 63-W
Miss Dorothy Keller, who passed a variety of songs sung by the romantic duo in the new season's musical Courier-Gazette.
S7-S9
and see bovJ many easy-to-prepare foods
_______________________________ 97-99
' lew days with her father. Dr. Benja smash.—adv.
WOOD for sale. 4-ft dry slabs (3""cortL
min H Keller and sister. Miss Edith
del. also slabs cut 1 ft. $5 cord. del. H C
be has to offer.
EDGECOMB RFD. 3. Union. Tel Ap
M. Keller, left Friday for the Berk- ville. Mass. who is visiting Mr. and ander Donaldson. Mrs Margaret A.
pleton 12-23.
93*93
ihires where she spent the weekend Mrs. Feyler. Garden flow’ers were I.akeman and Miss Gladys Doherty.
FARM, for sal. 65 acres, hay. stock,
tools.
J. L. FULLERTON. Warren
i then going on to Albany. N. Y.. for a used for house decorations Prizes for
Walter Keating returned to Wor
NOTICE—I refuse to pay any bills of
= AUGUST 16 -11 =week's visit before returning to Bos- top scores were awarded Mrs. Law- cester. Mass.. Saturday after a week s
IN ROCKPORT—Three-room bungalow
Mrs. Stella Conary after Aug. 14. Signed.
, lence Leach of Rockland. Mrs Henry visit with his sister. Miss Elizabeth FORREST CONARY. Rockland. Aug. 12 for sale or to let.
I ton.
Tel. 1214-M C E
OROTTON.
City.________
92-tf
96*98
> Elliott A. Feyler of West Somel ' Montgomery and Mrs. J.'Russell Da- Keating.
LA TOURAINE
IVER-JOHNSON tennis racket, for
NOTICE
TO
MARINERS
—
the
name
j vis of this town, and a guest prize to
ville. Mass . is visiting his father El
Mrs. Mary Marden and Miss Olga ol the gas screw Apache,' official num sale. In good condition; cheap. TEL
COFFEE Use Iced or Hot ■
92-tf
I Miss Feyler. The other guests inI O Feyler.
ber 210294 has been changed by per Rockland 853-13
Nelsen of Portland joined the form- mission of the director of navigation "ELECTRITE ' Pence Controllers $22.50.
Mrs. Warren O. Feyler delightfully ] eluded Mrs. J. Richard Bemis. Rock
and
steamb
oat
In
spection
to
"Arev."
AR

! er's daughter, Miss Barbara Marden
1938 models Just out. Guaranteed. In
NOLD T PETERSON, owner. 150 Rlver- sured.
entertained at a supper party and land Mrs. Ronald Messer. Mrs.
Immediate delivery lrom big
DOLE’S
for the weekend at the home of Mr. slde Dr . Riverside. R I.
96-99 warehouse stock Battery operated con
I bridge Friday to honor hei sisteo-1 George N. Phillips. Mrs. Karl StetNO 1
PIANO, vocal. Hawaiian guitar, piano trollers (24.50 Batteries (1.50 CHARLES
PINEAPPLE JUICE
in-law, Miss Doris Feyler of Somer-I son. Mrs Robert H. Libby. Mrs. Alex- and Mrs. John Hewett.
CANS
90*98
accordion lesseons at you home. (1 with WOOD. Castine. Me
Miss Carol Griffiths, who has been in 30 miles. C. A LUNDELL, Friendship
LUMBER. Siding. Matched Boards.
94*96-tf Berry Crates. Mill Wood, for sale. L A
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Forest W.
QUAKER
WATCHMAKER—Repairing
watches. PACKARD. R F.D.. Thomaston Me Tel
Stone
for
the
past
week,
returned
gg.tf
PER
clocks, antiques all kinds Call snd de Rockland 446.
liver. S. ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23 Ames
' Sunday to Foxboro. Mass.
USED mackerel and herring barrels
bury St. Rockland. Tel 958-J
92-tf and kegs, for shipping Iced fish. Casks of
WEDNESD’Y-THURSD’Y-FRID’Y-SATURD’Y
Miss Alcada L. Hall presented a
Write for particulars
BRICK, cement, plastering and rock various sizes.
' group of her piano pupils ln a re work, painting of all kinds. Call A. W HENRY A. THORNDIKE. Newport, R I
GRAY. Tel. 8533.
92-tf
cital given Saturday afternoon at the j
USED pianos, uprights, for sale, or
LADIES—Re'lable hair goods at ttu;kFORCE A 8>/2 CENT CASH COUPON IN EACH PACKAGE ■
■
■
2 PKGS 25c
. Congregational Church, the program 1 land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall oiders let for the season. Phone ua. Rockl:
Courage and disaster...faith and treachery!
980.
STONINGTON FURNITURE CO
solicited
H.
C.
RHODES,
Tel.
519-J
, including th?se numbers: Duet, "Ma
___________________________________ 92-tf
NO 1
zurka " Miss Doris v inal and Miss
The
greatest
adventure
romance
of
all
times,
FOUR tenement house for sale 1
LAWN mowers sharpened, called for
FRUIT COCKTAIL TRY IT FOR A SALAD
■
■
■
■
CAN 17c
Hall; solos. "Gentle Night" and and delivered. Prompt service. Lawn pay bank Interest on (1200 clear bes;
directed by Henry Hathaway, who thrilled
roller to let. CRIE HARDWARE CO, paying taxes, lnsursnce. water 0111 1
j’Drifting." Miss Helen Lynch; solos, 'successor to Rockland Hardware Co l repairs. This house ls ln a good local I
92-tf Has a new 3-car garage and shed, all
! "Andante" and "Little Waltz," Roger Tel 791. Rockland.
the world with "The Lives of a Benaal Lancer!"
good conoltlon. outside and in Tena
8 OZ
!
Levan;
solos.
“
Serenade"
and
“
The
are | a7lng cash and are all pale
GENERAL KNOX SALAD DRESSING
JAR 10c
Have teer. there from 2 to 4 years; rea
Coquette.” Miss Phyllis Gasper; ♦
_
( for wanting to sell—I am getting too
solos. "Evening Song" and “Song of
rent houses. F. L. SHAW, 47 No
1 to
8 OZ
Main St.. Tel. 422-R
91
Adolph Zukor praiantt
,
the
Armorer.
’
’
Miss
Lois
Hastings;
1
19c
GOOD PALS MARSHMALLOWS
BOATS
to
solos. "Dance of the Elves" and
BEAUTIFUL cottage lots on Spruce
LARGE
‘ March of the Wee Folk," Miss Doris Head
PER
Island, on salt water, connected
♦
SPLENDID SHRIMP JUMBOS
CAN 18c
Vinal.
with mainland by bridge. Tel. 853-13
46-tf
Mrs. George F. Davis who has been
SIX-ROOM cottage at Cooper's Beach,
j visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. to let . lights, water, fireplace. 55 MA
DOWNSTAIRS apt., to let, 4 rooms,
SONIC ST. Tel. 178-R
96-93 sunporch. heater
Enquire 12 KNOX
PINT
Michael
Ney
in
Portland
for
several
CLICQUOT CLUB GINGER ALE . 2 BOTS 1 9c " 2 BOTS 29c
ST, Tel. 156-W_____________
96-tf
days, returned Friday.
LOW PRICED furnished room, to let
(Contents only)
at 18 MASONIC ST
97.99
Miss June Henry and cousin Miss
FURNISHED, all modern apartment, to
10 CENT
Inez Lineken of Worcester. Mass., are
•ir
performances
top
everything
WONDER-FIL LEMON
let. lights, gas. bath, hot water heat, hot
FILLING
PKGS 23c
PIE
visiting the former s parents, Mr. and
and cold water; rent reasonable. FLOYD
they have eve^done before!
L. SHAW, 47 No. Main St.. Tel 422-R
Mrs. Arthur J. Henry for a week

AT PARK THEATRE WEDNESDAY

FURS
CLOTH COATS

FOR SALE

LOST AND FOUND

FOR FALL AND WINTER

WANTED

LUCIEN K. GREEN

THURSDAY

NATION-WIDE STORES

I MISCELLANEOUS !

^28c

Summer Cottages

GARY COOPER
EORGE fi AFT

TO LET

READ THE ADS

3

ROSE GLOW

MARASCHINO
OHERRIES

Sai'EYncfneq

2

jars

19c
WEDNESDAY NIGHT IS BANK NITE
Total Awards $225.00

BALL

WIDE MOUTH PRESERVE JARS

QUARTS
(Per dot.)

GULF SEALING WAX

2PKGS 23c

93c

emu
CM
w*y

1 LB

.

NATION-WIDE

CHOCOLATE PUDDING ■

.

.

4

PKGS

1 9c

AGED ,N WOOD

THREE CROW PURE VANILLA

5OZ
BOT 25<

JACQUELINE

WELLS
CHARLES

QUIGLEY
A COLUMBIA

NATION-WIDE GRANULESi,..

LUX TOILET SOAP

....

LIFEBUOY SOAP............................ 4

ARROWROOT
CRISP-EASY TO DIGEST
recommended for
IA IL

. KS21<

4

bars

bars

25c

25c

me

MB ,

SURPRISE ASSORTMENT

60 ASS0ME0 LUSCIOUS COOKIES MD

CREAH-MLED COOKIE SANDWICHES

|L

U'

■■ “

PICTURE

FRANCES DEE-Henry Wilcoxoa
Harry Carey • Olympe Bradna
Robert Cummings ’Virginia Weidler
Porter Hall • Joseph Schildkraut
NOW
PLAYING

George McKay
Patricia Farr
Rita Hayworth

THURSDAY—ONE DAY ONLY

Macdonald
NELSON EDDY

“ARTISTS AND MODELS"
with
JACK BENNY, GAIL PATRICK

__ ___________ _____________________93-tf
STORE to let. corner Main and Bjechwoods St. Apply ln BARBER SHOP over
McDonald's drug store. Thomaston ir
Tel. Thomaston 30.
97-99
SIX-ROOM iindern house, to let,
Broadway place. Apply ERNEST C
VIS, 294 Broadway.
9
FIVE-ROOM apartment, to let. AL
FULLER. 25 Linden St.. Tel. 106-J
n
____________________ 94
Large furnished room, to let. v
bath. (4 week. FOSS HOUSE, 77 I
St.. Tel. 330_______
9
SIX to eight room house, to let. C
tral location, heat, light, bath
garage. Reasonable rent. Apply H
KARL, phone 745. at 305 Main St.
_________________________________ 95;
FIVE-ROOM house at 81 Granite
to let, all modern, oil heat, newly
finished throughout. Inquire CHAR
H. BERRY, across street.
a
FOUR rooms with private bath,
nlshed. 5 week
V. F. STUDLEY.
Park St. or 283 Main St.. Tel. 330 or ]

Four room tenement to let at 38 Me
chanic St. MRS. W| S KENNISTON
176 Main St.. Tel. 874-W
94-tf
Four room upstair tenement.
closet, electric lights
Inquire L
RENCE MILLER, at Miller's Oaragi
94

THREE-ROOM apartment to let
excellent condition, upstairs, at 17
ren St. Apply at 11 JAMES ST.
SIX-ROOM modern apartment tc
Apply W. J. ROBERTSON, Lumber
Thomaston.
STEAM heated office to let, cei
location. Tel. 133.
FOUR-room apartment to lei
modern. Apply at Camden & Roc
Water Co.. Tel. 634.

NOTE—SHOWS THURSDAY AT 2.00, 6.30, 8.45

NATION-Wl 1

SERVICE

GR OCERS
dockland

Matinee 2; Eve
ning 6.45, 8.45;
Continuous Sat
urday 2.15 to 10.30

TODAY
DONALD WOODS
in
“TALENT SCOUT”

BUM^
WANT-ADS
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TEA AT THE CRAGS

OCl ETY

Guests Saw Study Formerly
Used By Thomas Bailey

(By Pauline Ricker)
Rockland Breakwater—Winners in I
The silver teT^d Thursday at!‘he Kicker's Golf Tournament were
Mrs. Eva Emery Smith of Hyde
Mrs. J. C. Bogan. Jr., Messrs DougJf Wat.
Park, Mass., was over night guest at "The Crags." Tenants Harbor, for
the Copper Kettle, enroute to Vinal the benefit of Mary Elinor Jackson j SQn R Ca](jweu Percy Schenck. H.
haven, where she will visit relatives. Memorial Library, was well attended p Richards, John Harris. In the
The weather, proving better than j putting match prises were awarded
Mrs. Hervey Allen entertained at a morning conditions promised, fur- Mrs Earle Anderson. John Harris, J.
1 o'clock luncheon, Saturday at nlshed cool breezes on the porch. Al- j C. Bogan. Jr.. Mrs. M. E. Winkler
Camp Walden, Camden. The guests though there was no view of the dis- I Judge W. P. Gardner and Mrs
included a small group of friends who tant islands, the superb surf more Gardner. Jersey City, gave a cocktail
are here for summer vacations, the
than compensated for this minor ! Party for 10 in honor of Percy
afternoon being spent in a social
Schenck who is leaving after six
lack.
way.
weeks' stay at The Samoset. Dancing
Mrs.
Talbot
Aldrich
was
assisted
at
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Flint, Mr.
followed the horse races. The lucky
the
tea
table
by
Mrs.
Philip
L.
Smith
and Mrs. Warren Noyes, and
Miss Harriet Harlow, M.ss Ruby
number dance was won by G. Burton
Mr. and Mrs. William Flint and their Randall and John Harlow were guests of Short Hills. N. J.. Mrs. John Dey Pearson and Miss Josephine Flood
of
Summit,
N.
J.,
and
Mrs
Irwin
house guests, the Misses Lorraine, of several Rockland friends Sunday, Howell of New York city. Other as- | with consolation prizes awarded to
Lillian and Maxine Pearl of Marlboro, when motoring through to Providence, sistants in the dining room were Mr and Mrs- L-c- 6°ule. The second
Mass, spent Sunday at the Flint cot R. I. after a vacation visit at Bay- Miss Priscilla Horton of Canton, favor dance was won by Mr. and Mrs.
tage, Holiday Beach,
side.
Mass., and Miss Emily Wall Morris J R- p Williams.
I
■ ■ ■ M
of Long Cove.
Miss Ruth Thomas has returned
Mrs. Perley Damon was hostess
More than one hundred and fifty
Money boxes at the door were held
home from Camp Wyaconda, Mt. to the Breakfast Club. Monday, hon
guests attended a special showing of
by
Miss Marion Dowling of Tenant's
Vernon.
oring the birtliday of Mrs. Ralph
“Turn Off the Moon” shown in the
Harbor and Miss Virginia Reardon
Trim, who received an attractive gift
ballroom.
of Canton, Mass. There were also !
Dr. and Mrs. Frank Richardson and from the group present,
hostesses
upstairs
to
show
guests
the
i
family of Medford, Mass., arc spend
Arrivals include T. M French,
study formerly used by the late !
ing their vacation In Friendship and
Boston and guests E. M. Hopkins,
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur B. Travis, Jr.
Incidentally visiting members of the are visiting relatives in Nova Scotia Thomas Bailey Aldrich—his desk, William J. Minch, W. Edgerton. John
pictures, books and otter objects reMcLane. WilRichardson family in this city
for two weeks.
maining just as used by the famous I Uam j Minsch. also M, and Mrs.
Miss Victoria Anastasia is visiting
Mrs. H M. Noyes and Miss Alice author. Also on display was the N. C. Hansen, Mr. and Mrs. L. Benfriends in Bath.
Gould, of North Haven, are spend large front chamber occupied by him neU Miss Isabel Watkins N Y-. Mr.
ing a few days with Rockland rela and Mrs. Aldrich' and from which and Mrs. W. Davis. Newark; DougMrs. Charles L. Strout and daugh
there is a glorious view, this section lass Schenck Jersey City. D. E Nor
tives.
ter Priscilla of Brunswick who have
of the home and the scenery there- ton Robert Krieger Mt Kineo; c s.
been visiting Mrs. Ellen Barrows at
Mrs. A. J. Nichols, who has been a from particularly impressing the , Newhall charles McDoWell. Mr. and
the home of Mr. and Mrs. William surgical patient at Knox Hospital, guests. Hostesses here were Mrs. |Mrs ott0 Schoenhut, Philadelphia;
Barrows. Gay street, have returned has returned to her home on Hill Josiah H. Sifford of Sa.em. Mass., J Mr and Mrs. Frank Loescher. Haverhome.
and Mrs. Lee Mallory of New York 1 ford Pa
street.
c.ty.
• • • •
Mrs. Leola Rose has returned from
Mrs. W. H. Lawson the Misses Ann
Talbot Aldrich was in his study ! Mr. and Mrs. Sheridan Scott and
Portland where she visited her daugh and Elizabeth Lawson and Miss Nellie and exhibited many of his paintings I the Misses Jane and Shirley Scott I
ter. Mrs. Frederick W. Rugg.
Smith of Rutland. Vt.. were weekend and objects of Interest collected by flew in Adriel Bird's plane to Mag
his mother.
nolia for luncheon.
Miss Mary Kynock of West Orange, guests of Mr. and Mrs. T. 8. Lawson
• • • •
Mrs.
Aldrich
hopes
to
repeat
this
at
Crescent
Beach
N. J., has been the guest of Mrs. ’
Varied entertainment has been the
occasion
next
summer.
Guests
were
Scctt F. Kittredge, the two having
Dr. and Mrs. H. B. Eames of Chat present from Damariscotta. South order of the week with many guests
become friends when they appeared 1
ham. N. Y„ who have been spending Bristol and many other poihts
arriving for long visits. There have
in light opera in “Castles in the Air."
a week's vacation at Owl'a Head, were
been many golfers out each daj* on
Miss Kynock, a golf enthusiast, who
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. George
Mrs. William Gulliver (Nellie Teel) | the links and the swimming pool has
has won many cups, gave high praise
and infant son Wayne Roger, have J been the center of much activity. In
P. Sprague Friday evening.
to the Rockland golf course, saying
returned to their home in Monticello. addition to these sports, tennis. Ash
it was the finest on which she had
Miss Felice Perry is visiting friends efter visiting relatives here.
ing, yachting and beach suppers have
ever played, and with the exception ill Rhode Island and Massachusetts.
added to each day's enjoyment.
of the Newport course, the only one
• • • •
Grace Tuttle and Hilda Spear are
having a view of the ocean.
Mrs. Chester Merrill and daughter
In
the
party
cruising aboard the j
visiting relatives in Lewiston.
Joan have returned to Newtonville.
Gertrude 2 were Mr. and Mrs. John
Wilmont Richardson. Forest Rich Mass., after a visit with Mrs. Merrill's
Miss Josephine Pardee of Strat P. Wooley. Mrs. L. C. Soule, Dr. and
ardson and Miss Margaret Duncan of mother, Mrs. F. S. Sherman.
ford.
Conn., is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ricardo Almola. Mr. and Mrs.
Poughkeepsie. N. Y„ were guests last
Henri Schaeffer Mr. and Mrs. A. R.
week of Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Richard
Souvenir pest cards from Chester Mrs H. P Blodgett at Spruce Head.
Warson, Judge W. R. Gardner. David
son and other relatives
Black and family tell of a visit to
Harris. S C. Huffam, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr
and
Mrs.
R.
E
Philbrick
have
Ausable Chasm, the great show
J. D. McCluskeep. Mr. and Mrs. H.
as
guests
at
their
Crescent
Beach
Newbt
place in upper New York State.
cottage, Mrs. Philbricks mother. Mrs w- Haydock.
N Y„ who has been the guest
est of Mr,
• • • •
and Mrs. Donald Farrand. left Mon
Mrs Walter W Spaulding son Fred Etta Melhman. Mr. and Mrs. S. W. I
co°kcd supper
day for Cornish, for a visit with rela and daughter Joan of Mattapan. Angell and daughter Melba of Mon- The >°un*
treal
and
Mrs.
Philbrick
s
brother
01
doors
returning
to
the hotel in time
tives, before returning home.
Mass, are guests of Mrs. Spaulding's
for the horse races which have proved
parents, Mr. and Mrs E. E. Simmons. and sister-in-law. Mr. and Mrs. C. R. a very popular diversion. In the
Melhman of Halifax.
Mrs. Helen Fales was hostess at a
_____
group were Messrs. David Harris.
Mrs. Clayton Witham underwent
luncheon-bridge, given Friday after
Mrs. Flora Arnold Marsh of New- I Rees Harris' Andrew McBurney.
'an
appendicitis
operation
yesterday
noon at the Copper Kettle. Card hon
castle. Del. is the gue3t of her sister, | James Gahan and the Misses Claire
ors went to Mrs. Earle McIntosh. at Knox Hospital.
Stubbs. Ruth Watson, Mr. and Mrs
Mrs. I. J. Gray, 6 Broad street.
Mrs. John Stevens, Mrs. Ross Wilson
Slack, Mr. and Mrs. Mills and SheriMiss Elaine Achorn, daughter of
and Msr. Walter Spear. Other guests
Mrs.
Mildred
Achorn,
entered
Knox
Mr and Mrs. E S. Cummings have dan W Scott.
were Mrs. Leola Rose, Mrs. Caro
Hospital
this
morning
for
a
tonsil
returned
from a visit in Stonington
Jcnes, Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper, Sr.,
One of the largest bridges of the
and Isle au Haut. where they were season was held Wednesday evening
Mrs. H. B. Fales. Mrs. Charles operation.
guests of Mrs. Cummings' mother and Playing were Mrs. C. W. Baker. Mrs.
Emery. Mrs. Zebedee Simmons, Mrs.
Mrs. Rhoda M. Watson entertained brother, Sara and James Hamilton,
J N Southard, Mrs. R. E. Eaton and
j Louis Roundtree, Mrs. J. W. Evans.
informally Sunday at her cottage. and sisters. Mrs. Thomas and Mrs.
Mrs. Lou Fales.
Mrs. W. R. Riddell Mr. and Mrs. Wat
Rockledge, Manset (Bar Harbor) her Bowen. Tuesday they were dinner
son H. Caldwell, Mrs. Stanley Buck.
Miss Elizabeth Breneiser of Read- sUters. Mrs. Eva Benson of Bernard, dinner guests of Albert Rich and
Mrs. John Cochrane. Mr. and Mrs
ing. Penn., and Miss Elva Worthing of Mrs- Jennie Harding of Gotts Island family.
Albert Haustetter. Vincent Schenck.
Brookline, Mass., who are summer,and their cousin, May V. Richardson
Percy Schenck. Mrs. Victor B. Wooley.
visitors at Boothbay Harbor were of Rockland. Nature smiled most
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Small of Miss Florence Logan, Mrs. J. W. E.
callers on Mrs. E. B Richardson, re happily on this quartette of a genera Barre, Vt. were weekend guests of
Bayly. Mrs. George Westerfield. Mis
tion's affection with comments on Mr. Smalls mother, Mrs. Adelaide
cently.
George Montgomery, Miss Blanche
the beautiful bay filled with gleam Small, Maverick street.
Spadone, Judge W. P. Gardner. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Hervey Alien spent ing pleasure craft mingling with re
the weekend at their cottage, “Camp vived joys and sorrows of long ago.
Miss Laura Small of Portland is Gardner, John Barbey, Howard L.
Hoff, Robert Millane. Joseph Swen
Walden" in Camden.
John M. Richardson was chauffeur. visiting her mother. Mrs. Adelaide
son, Miss M. Haiss. Mrs. M. E. Wink
Small..
ler. Mr. and Mrs. Louis Green. Mr.
Weekend guests at the Rollins cote,
Christopher Bird, who is spending
tage. Holiday Beach, were Mr. and the summer at Medomak Camp in
Mr and Mrs. Clifford Ladd of New ' and Mrs. John Roberts. Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Walter Maurer, Mrs. Susie Da Washington visited his grandpar York are guests of Mr. Ladd's par- ; Alfred Benisch. Mrs. Albert S. Car
vis, Miss Ruth Davis Edward Vose ents. Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Gurdy last ents. Mr. and Mrs. Walter C. Ladd j man. Mr. and Mrs. Isaiah Hale.
and Mrs. Fva Emery Smith of Hyde week
Mrs Ladd having previously visited Charles Fritz. Mr. and Mrs Charles
Park, Mass.
her mother. Mrs. Adelaide Small. Fritz. Jr.. Mrs. C. G. Weaber. How
ard Albro. Mrs. George Fritz. Mr.
James Connellan and Leo Con- Maverick street.
and Mrs. Joseph Smith, Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Ruth Jordan of Belmont is rellan have returned from a visit to
visiting her mother, Mrs. Eugene Five Islands.
Films developed and printed at M. W. Clement, Mrs. A. C. Pieper,
*
____
Sleeper at The Highlands.
Carver's Book Store, 304 Main St — Mrs. A. C. Mackinnon. Mrs. RobMiss Ruth Stanton of Stonington, adv.
96*98!er‘ Ma*ns' Charles Thompson, Mr.
Owen Roakes of Rutland, Mass., is Conn., is visiting ber sister, Miss
and Mrs. William S. Kingsley. Mrs.
the guest of his mother, Mrs. A. L. Ethe' Stanton.
Margaret Blair. Miss Mildred Blair.

j R McLane

Vose.\
Mr. and Mrs. Almon P. Richardson
entertained the members of the Rich
ardson family at their farm at South
Hope, Thursday afternoon and eve
ning There were 24 present and a
picnic supper was served. The party
was in honor of Wilmont Richardson,
Forest Edson, Miss Margaret Dun
can,, all of Poughkeepsie. N. Y„ who
returned to their homes Saturday.
Mrs. Charles Emery. Mrs. Scott
Kittredge and their nephew Spalding
Hodsdon of Reeds Perry, N. H., mo
tored to Sidney Sunday and at
tended the excellent concert, given
at the New England Music Camp
Bowl, at Lake Messalonskee. The
main features of the program were
selections by the Symphonic Band,
with Bainbridge Christe, noted con
ductor (their presentation of the
concert waltz. “Vienna 1913," being
outstanding) and the talented violin
ist Alfred Bruening. Other Rock
land folk noticed in the audience
were Mrs. Damie Gardner, Miss
Christine Norwood, and Miss Margaret Simmons. Tlie concerts are
given each Wednesday night and
Sunday afternoons, and are well
worth hearing, the motor ride to Sid
ney being unusually pleasant.

Friday afternoon and evening Prof,
and Mrs. Edmund Rollins (nee Mabel
Kalloch) entertained members of the
Kalloch and Opportunity classes of
the First Baptist Sunday School at
their home on Mechanic street. About
30 sat down to the picnic supper
which was served in the old red barn
which once housed the old gray horse
which so faithfully carried Mrs. Rol
lins' grandfather, the Rev. Joseph
Kalloch on his errands of mercy to
and from his pastorates in this city.
South Thomaston, also at St. George
later it served as shelter for the
horse of her father—F. 6. Kalloch—
which animal so patiently waited
while Mr Kalloch went about his ac
customed business. The soothing
breezes which blew In from the bay
were refreshing and comforting.
Games caused much merriment, es
pecially pinning the milk bottle on
the baby. The game of Music was also
delightfully carried out. During the
afternoon the company repaired to an
upper room where Mt. Rollins showed
examples of the lighting systems of
the world from the earliest times to
the present, which was very interesting. The whole time was spent de
llghtfully and entertainingly, and all
went home with the feeling of having
spent an enjoyable day.

The Thrill
of Being First
in Style

Aldrich

IVanted...

Miss Ruth Thompson will give a
i marionette show this week.
• • • •
BURDETT GRADUATES
The Samoset Invitation Tennis
• Employers called ior 2021 Burdett Tournament will be held Friday. Sat
College graduates last yearl Busi urday and Sunday (Aug. 20-22) and it
ness men know that young men and is expected that there will be many
women of Burdett College are thor
entries from the nearby cottages and
oughly trained. Every year they ask
for many more graduates than are The Megunticook Club.
• * • •
available. PREPARE for next year’s
employment demand by enrolling now.
Among those having reservations
For 58 years Burdett College has
for this week (Aug. 15-22) are Mr.
been a leading school of business trd Mrs. Edm.nd K. Hoppe-. Eas>
training. Opportunity for individual
Orange; Harry Bronner, Miss M. E.
advancement. A program to meet
personal needs. One and two year Barnhardt, New York; Miss H. E.
courses for young men and women Kern. Newark; Mr. and Mrs. Harry
interested in advertising, accounting, Matthews, Alton Illinois, who will
management, secretarial, and other
later be joined by their son and
business careers. Seven major
courses. Finishing coflrses for those daughter.
• • • •
partly prepared. Previous commer
cial training not required for en
Recent arrivals include M. W Cle
trance. Send coupon for now illus
ment. president of the Pennsylvania
trated (free) catalog. Take this first
Roalroad and Mrs. Clement. Ardstep toward a succo3sful future.
m:,f, Ned Arden Flood. Miss Josepnine Flood. Miss M. H^iss, M.s.
M. E. Winkler. New York; Mr. and
Mrs. John P. Wooley. Wilmington
who are guests of Judge Victor B.
Wooley and Mrs. Wooley, Mr. and
ADMISSIONS OFFICE
Mrs. A. H. Watson and Miss Ruth
156 Stuart 8treet. Boston. Mass.
Please send me your free catalog.
Watson, Albany, Mrs. George Fritz
who is visiting Charles B. Fritz of
Name
Edgewater Park, N. J.; Mr. and Mrs.
Alfred H. Benisch, Columbus, Ohio.

BURDETT
COLLEGE

The real adventure of every woman's life ... being among
the first to herald the new season with clothes that are really
authentic in style ... clohes that will give you a full, long,
season’s satisfaction because you bought them at the very
at a store that is dependably
beginning of the season

fashion-right!

FREESE’S...

IN BANGOR

The Fashion Center in the Heart of Maine
Just as soon as a new mode is really authenticated by the
best fashion experts of New York, you will find it presented
at Freese’s in Bangor. Every day now brings us larger
assortments of the newest and best in fall fashions. You 11
find an already beautiful and ever-growing display on hand

now at Freese's!

3-Piece SUITS
$50

VACATIONISTS
Go Home

In Style !
Buy a complete fall wardrobe
before you go home—and return in
fashions as up-to-date as you'll find
folks wearing anywhere! Styles and
values at FREESES will compare
with the best anywhere—no matter
where you go!

The first essential for autumn ...
elegant all-wool sport materials,
with lavish fur collars.

SHAGMOOR
COATS
Freese's is exclusive agent in Ban
gor and vicinity for these famous
tailored coats of wrinkle-proof ma
terials, plain and fur trimmed.

Newest Fall
Hats
$1.98 to $18.00
Really large assortments to choose from al
ready! Felts, velvets, silks, and the newer ma
terials . . . tall crowns . . . quills . . . ostrich
plumes . . . reminiscent of the days of elegance
. . . hats Tor every purse and person 1

Fall Silk
Dresses
$7.95 to $19.95

FREESE’S
is only
60 miles from

ROCKLAND

Lustrous black silks in rough weaves, as well
as other colors . .popular new slid# fastener
closings . . . odd metallic pins and buckles . . .
the new mode at its present best!

Excellent Rimtls

NO TOLL BRIDGE!

Enjoy the most scenic drive on
Route "1," save mileage, save toll
bridge fees, save time, save park
ing fees ... by coming to Ban
gor instead of Portland. Buy all
you can from your home-town
stores, and come to FREESE'S for
the rest!

Fall Wool
Dresses
$7.95 to $16.95

AUGUST

New fall woolen dresses in novelty weaves . ..
knitted suits .. . solid colors or attractive stripes
and plaids ... in a wide range of sizes.

Vitality
Shoes
for Fall

FURNITURE
SALE
8% Off
Your choice of any furniture
item regularly priced at 5 00 or
more, at 25'; off during August!

GET READY
FOR SCHOOL

Freese's is exclusive
agent in Bangor and
vicinity for the famous
VITALITY Shoes for
men, women, and children. Our huge shoe department has
an unusually large assortment of the best fall models already
in stock. Start the season with Vitality!

Whether it's for college or
kindergarten, you'll find every
need here! Spacious shops for
boys and girls heavily stocked
with fall clothes for school . . .
with Juniors and college sizes in
the men's and women’s depart
ments.

The Metropolitan Department Store
In The Heart of Maine

FREESE’S
BANGOR

MAINE

AUGUST

BLANKET
SALE
Your chance to select good
warm blankets from really large
stocks at savings ranging up to
25'; during August.

A HUGE

GIFT SHOP
Gifts to take or send home . . .
gathered from ail over the world
. . . the gift that is “different" is
easily found at Freese's . . . free
mailing service, too!

HAD A BUSY LIFE
Further Details Concerning
Career of the Late Presi
dent Frank H. Smith

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, August 17, 1937
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THE SAUNTERER

HAPPY HOPE FARM

Writer Thinks Certain Ex
periments Degrade the
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow was!
Name of Science
A. B. Crocker

born ln Portland, Peb. 27, 1807. and
Additional information concerning ' died March 24, 1882. Henry David Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
A lovely day. but old Sol has been a
the busy career of the late Prank H Thoreau was born jn concord, Mass.,
!m‘?.h_JPr“Welt
I July 12. 1817 and died May 6. 1882. little too zealous of late. A fine gar- |
Portland Cement Company, is given
den is feeling the effects of drought
They were as far apart as the poles. and would welcome a real rainy day. I
by the Plainfield (N. J.) CourierNews. Suplementing The Courier- Longfellow, born of well-to-do par- We have one early planted row of
Gazette's previous report the follow- ents. attended schools until 18. at the j spuds that measures 68 inches across
ing is taken from the Plainfield news- age of 19 going abroad to sutdy lang-' and corn looked well until the dry
uages. and at 22 was professor of spell affected it.
paper.
modern languages at hls Alma Mater,
Well, if “ ’taint one thing it’s
Bowdoin College: at 29. Smith pro tother” in this imperfect world and if
Mr. Smith was elected tax collector
fessor of modern languages at Harv everything Just slipped along smoothtwice by the citizens of Plainfield,
but tn November, 1904. he resigned, ard College. Longfellow never hadiiy an the time, with weather, etc..
to toil with his hands or do any labor ' perfect, it would he heaven and not
having been elected the first. Registrar
to earn his living during his lifetime this old sphere at all
of Deeds and Mortgages for Union
of 75 years.
j Here's an amusing sketch sent me
County. Three times elected to that
Thoreau, born of poor parents, his, by a relative and the moral is good. I
county position, he served until De
father a pencil maker, had to work: though the knoweldge of the Scriptcember. 1917.
hard to earn his living. After grad- ( ures left much to be desired,
that time,
Mr. Smith
resigned ^tln8from Harvard he went out I “A correspondent tells us it was at
asAtRegister
of Deeds
and Mortgages
s Register of Deeds and Mortgages
for the
the countv
for
county and
and was
was appointed
appointed lnt° he world to live away from, a Thursday night prayer meeting
schools, except Natures school, in one of the western towns that a
state commissioner of banking and ftnd wgg
Qf
f<>r
dear old lady pulled herself pain
insurance by Governor Edge, a post,
rg Qf ufe
fully to her feet and gave her testihe held from 1917 to 1921.
I can no more imagine Longfellow i mOny. “I want to tell this blest
Gov. Morgan P. Larson again apJ .. o ..u . .u __ , Uving in a shack that cost <28 12*4 at' company." she said, "that I have
P°‘P . *
,000 h k l
n walden Pond, eating food that cost rheumatiz in my back, rheumatiz in
in February, 1929. whic
e e. _ui - M74 fQr elght months and enU.rUin- my shoulders rheumatiz in my arms
til the expiration of hls term in Peb
ing birds, animals and nomads who and rheumatiz in my legs, but I have
ruary. 1932 Mr. Smith had the dis wandered through Walden Woods, been upheld and comforted by that j
tinction of being the only Republican
than I can imagine Thoreau living in beautiful Bible verse. ’Orin and bear
to serve as state commissioner of the Craigie House (now Longfellow J it.’ ”
banking and insurance from 1912 un House), dining sumptuously with rare j We were much Interested in the
til February, 1932.
wines and good cigars and entertain- g m “Previews of Progress." How
In 1934 Mr. Smith ran against Mar- ing the literati of the world. Thoreau | much good science can do and again,
Un B Stutsman for the Republican never drank wlne or liquor and never
in the hands of unscrupulous hunomination for the office of Mayor of srnoke<i.
mans, how much evil. In September
Plainfield. He was defeated by the
Longfellow was twice married, first •Popular Science Monthly" we read
present kludge Stutsman in the May
Mary j p^,. of Portland ln under caption. "Strange Creatures
primary in a very close race.
1831. she died abroad in 1835. His made to Order. ’ thus. "Are the apes
In 1931, while he was still state second wife was Prances E. Appleton really cousins of curs? While other
commissioner of banking and insur- 0[ Boton to whom he was married scientists still search for “missing
ance. Mr Smith managed the cam- jujy 13 1M0 she was burned so link.” Soviet experimenters have laid
paign of David Baird. Jr.. Camden, for badly July 9. 1861. that she died the plans to create one to order, ln a way j
the Republican gubernatorial nomi- following day and was buried July that rivals the most fantastic fiction
nation.
|13, the 18th anniversary of their Journeying to the wilds of Russian
In the business world. Mr. Smith wedding day.
Turkestan, they have set up a labora
had held many positions. At the The poet was so badly burned at tory for an attempt to produce a livtime of his death he was president1 the same time that could not attend ing hybrid between a human being
and director of the Lawrence Port- her funeral. As he once remarked to and a chimpanzee!"
land Cement Company. New York. a visitor who hoped he might “bear
Such experimenters degrade the
and a trustee of the Monmouth Title his cross" with patience. "Bear the name of science. 8hould their hor
and Mortgage Guarantee Company of cross, yes; but what if one is rible experiment succeed they have
Asbury Park.
stretched upon it?” After his death not proven the'missing link theory at
He was elected president of the the manuscript of a poem was found all but wrought a sin that the Al
Lawrence Portland Cement Company in a portfolio. It was entitled “The mighty long ago called "confusion,"
Jan. 1, 1922. and ten years earlier Cross of Snow” and was written July so terrible that it was punished by
Jan 8. 1912. he had been elected di- 10, 1879
death without mercy.
rector of the same company.
“There ls
mountain In the distant
I'm ashamed to say that this article
Other positions he has held include That, West
also
tells us that it was an American
sun-defying ln Its deep ravines,
Presdent and director of the follow- Displays a cross of snow upon its side scientist. Dr. Howell S England of '
ing business organizations. Portland ! Such „ the cr0M , wegr upon my breot the Michigan Academy of Science.
Cement Association. Monarch Invest- These eighteen years, through all the Arts and Letters who originated the
changing scenes
ment Company, Monarch Printing And seasons changeless since she died Soviet plan.
Company, Rahway National Bank.
This sentence "Misfortunes, in
Thoreau was a confirmed bachelor,
Rahway, and the Plainfield National
cluding the death of their leader,
I will not write that he hates women
Bank, this city.
have delayed the Russian's tests”
but I will write that he disliked them
He was also a director at one time
causes one to wonder if God has not
exceedingly. One young lady pro
or another of the following business
already taken their punishment into
posed marriage and in his Journal
groups. Home Real Estate Company,
His hands.
Oh. girls, what he said in regard to
King Realty Company. Eagle Fire In
Nancy M Savage.
the female of the species was not
surance
Company. Re-Insurance
complimentary.
Company of America. Plainfield Trust
Since November. 1936 I have read er?” The poet confessed that he had
Company. Plainfield Title Guarantee
__
,20 volumes of Thoreau's works and not. The boy looked sorry and left.
and Mortgage Company. Home Build- Journalj and T wgs amp)y repaid The next morning the poet saw him
ing and Ioan Association and the fQr doing u j hgve gIso regd the coming up the walk with something
Rail and Harbor Building and Ioan ,hree vojumeg Qf
llfe clutched tightly in his hand. He had
Association.
His works I have been familiar with two cents with which the poet was to
He had partnerships in two reai since
r haw g copy Qf hu buy a “Jack, the Giant Killer” of his
own One of the poet's sayings was.
estate companies at one time. Hand poems since lax) gnd on the fly
and Smith, and Leavitt and Smith.
k written, "First visit to Wayside "Unmarried men are not columns,
Mr. Smith had been a trustee for Inn
15 1899 staid at the Inn only pilasters or half columns." the Cement Institute and was ap- from Aug 20 to 28 1904 Wc occupied
pointed by the Courts of Chancery of the -Longfellow Room" but were not From Longfellow's Journal. Aug
this state as a trustee in liquidation on our honeymoon as we were mar- 22. 1879: As I was standing at my
door this morning,
for the Fidelity Title, Guarantee and ried u years before this visit. “As front
,
. . . a lady in
Mortgage Company and a trustee in ancient is this hostelry, as any in the black came ub and asked\
Is this the house
where Long
liquidation for the Monmouth Title iand may be "
“ ”
fellow was born?"
and Mortgage Guarantee Company.
Longfellow loved his native city of
“No, he was not born here."
During his life time he had served Portland. In a letter to J. C. Fields
"Did he die here?"
as a member of the city, county and dated Aug. 10. 1879, he wrote: "Port
"Not yet.”
state Republican committees. In thc land is a pleasant place. So are
“Are you Longfellow?"
county G.O.P. committee he held other places." To G. W. Greene,
“I am."
offices of secretary, treasurer and July 12, 1881: "Portland has lost none
“I thought you died two years ago."
vice chairman. For a ten year period of its charms. The weather is superb."
• • • •
he served as county chairman.
In reply to a letter received from the
To J. T. Fields, Nov. 30. 1869: I en- J
From 1912-15 he was Exalted Ruler City of Portland, Jan. 12. 1882: “I
close a note for Aldrich. What a
of the Plainfield Lodge of Elks. Soon have had the pleasure of receiving
clever story he has written! Feb. 26.
after he was elected exalted ruler, he your letter in reference to my 75th
,1801, A birthday dinner in advance
became active in securing headquar birthday (Feb. 27, 1882). I regret gt Mr Houghton's. Holmes. Howell. J
ters for the local lodge.
extremely on account of m.v ill health, Aldrich. Miss Bates and Miss Jewett.!
His first move was the appointment I am forced to decline the public re
author of Deephaven.
of a building committee to draw up ception offered me.” He died March
plans for the selection of a site while 24. 1882.
ANNUAL DOG SHOW
he took care of raising the money for
I came to Boston in 1886 but I have I
----the project himself. Today the Plain- never visited the Longfellow House, * Maine Kennel Club Expects Exhibition Will Be Maine’s Largest
field Elks occupy a lodge headquarters although I have walked by it hundthat ts a monument to the service of reds of times. Reason? Same as why
Mr. Cmith while he was ruler.
I have never climbed Bunker Hill The ninth annual dog show of the
During the days of the N.R.A., Mr. Monument, f was a member of the Maine Kennel Club will be held Oct.
Smith was asked by General Hugh S. Charlestown Club for a time and the 2 in the Exposition Building. Port
Johnson, head of N.R.A.. to become an club house was directly across the
land. where more than 600 pedigreed
advisor for preparation for a code to street from the monument. I have
dogs will be exhibited throughout the
regulate the cement industry.
been up Washington Monument!
i day.
On June 23, 1930, Mr. Smith mar twice. I have beer
the grounds of
Hartley A. Davis, secretary and su
ried Miss Charlotte Marie Loeser of the Longfellow House at a lawn fete
perintendent of the show, is receiving
Elizabeth. The Smiths celebrated the but did not enter the house.
daily an unusual amount of inquiries
seventh anniversary of their mar
The poet was a great lover of childM
.
.
. . . ,
...
. , relative to erttering dogs. More than
riage last June. Mr. Smith’s former len he had six of his own. The fol- !.„
. ,
,
1500 special prize"; will be given to the
wife died in 1928.
lowing anecdote is told of him and a
'blue ribbon dogs that will be judged
He is survived by his widow. A little boy who came to visit him often.
j by eight of the most famous judges in
sister of Mr. Smith's, Mrs. Charles One day the boy looked at the rows
' the East. Vincent O. Perry of Lon
of
books
in
the
library
and
said,
|
M Burdick, the former Miss Ernes
don, Ontario, does a large amount
tine Smith, died in June.
"Have you got Jack the Giant Killof breeds, and there will also be
First official act of George F. HetJudges from New York, Providence.
field, president of the Plainfield Com
Boston and Plainsville, Mass
mon Council, who is acting as Mayor
This show, without a question, will
in the absence of Mayor DeWitt D.
be the largest show ever Held in
WATER
PIPES
RENEWED
Barlow, was to order city flags at half
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
Maine. Premium lists will be mailed
mast.
AND WIRED OUT
in about two weeks. Anyone wishing
PLUGGED
one may obtain it by writing the
NEW SEWERS LAID
Maine Kennel Club, Inc., Box 1895,
WE BUY
SEPTIC TANKS
CESSPOOLS Portland, Maine.
AND CEMENT WORK
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS
AND SILVER
Hammock tops, cushion covers,
CLARENCE E. DANIELS
waterproof covers and waterproof
JEWELER
TEL. 1187-R,
ROCKLAND, ME. ing. Rockland Awning Co.. Inc. Tel.
370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
1262-W.—adv.
62-T-tf
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An improved and enlarged refinery ... new equipment... new processes ... we’ve
announced ail this in the past fsw weeks. We’ve told how these improvements
enable
■ V‘
us to build-in greeter value in American Oil Company products. But we’ve saved the
best part of the story till last - the story of the new Amoeo-Gas. It’s an Import
ant story. And here it Is:

AMOCO-GAS has always been the world’s finest motor
fuel—the very finest. But recently from the workshop of
Science came word of a new and history-making triumph.
Science had won another great victory in its struggle to
wrest even bigger values from crude oil. New, revolution
ary, radically different refining processes had been invented.
At a cost of many millions, American Oil Company de
signed and installed new equipment. . . incorporated these
new patented processes into what was already the world’s
greatest and most modem refining unit.
And as a result, the new Amoco-Gas is better than ever
before. In smoothness, performance, economy — in
everything—it’s better. It’s the greatest Amoco-Gas in
our history! And that’s saying a lot — because Amoco’s

history has been a glorious one. Amoco-Gas revolutionized
the automotive and gasoline industries when it was first
introduced . . . made possible the modem high compression
motor. And now it makes history again.
See for yourself that the new Amoco surpasses anything
you’ve ever used! Fill your tank with the new Amoco-Gas.
Then get out on the open highway. It will be an experience
such as you’ve never had before! And the new Amoco-Gas
actually costs less in the long run... it costs a little more per
gallon, but much less per mile! The new Amoco-Gas is
the greatest in our history. Always the best—now better
than ever! Try it today! AMERICAN OIL COMPANY

★ Froo Album and Historical Stamps—(iven away fret, while they
last, at American Oil Company dealers and station!. Ask about yours todayl

AMOCO-GAS Now on Soli
at “The Sign of Greater Values

AMERICAN

wiiiar.

AMOCO

BILLION FROM BEER
shops selling cigarettes, cheese, car-1 that they represent the most ancient
pets, woolen materials and other ] race ln southeastern Europe. Their
Federal tax collections on beer
produce. The manufacture of cheese, language and tribal customs suggest
remote
origins.
They
are
probably
slnce
legalization of beer on April
Holstein Cows At Round Top Where It Used To Be a Dis- one of Albania's main exports, is an the descendants of the ancient Illy-', im wln
g
doUare,
Farms Get Into the Pubgrace Not To Wear a important industry in Gjinokaster. rians, who in turn came from the
Another favored occupation there is
Pelasgic root race, of which echoes it ls estimated by the United Brew
lie Gaze
Moustache
carpet weaving a reminder of the
ers' Industrial Foundation.
long years Albania was under Turkish are caught in Greek literature.
The last official figures. $31,940,980
Roto Bess Burke Shepard 1442856.
“As a race. Albanians are brave
Albania, one of Europe's smallest domination.
and hardy, always faithful to their for the month of June, placed the
bred and owned by Round Top and least-known kingdoms, had a
"Near the town are great groves of
Federal beer tax yield at $958 159.786.
Farms. Damariscotta, recently com brief revolt recently in the southern olives, and to the north, American pledges. Drastic means are often
With tax stamps being purchased by
used
to
enforce
their
personal
laws.
pleted a lactation record in the herd tip of the country. The uprising had corn, small grains, and other crops Inhospitality ls inexcusable at any brewers at the rate of more than a
as its center the town of Gjinokaster
are raised along the valley of the time.
improvement test, making a good
j million dollars a day during the sum) Argirocastroi in a region inhabited
showing. Freshening at the age of mostly by Tosks. one of the two pre- ' Viosa River between bluish peaks,
“Novel are even the minor habits m€r. the billion mark should be
snowclad throughout much of the in the daily life of these people Iso- j reached, lt is asserted.
five years and ten months she pro I dominant racial strains among the
year.
lated until recently. To be without a I Tbe foundation observed that this
duced 11950 pounds milk. 4.0': fat people of Albania.
"Water
is
wealth
in
Albania.
She
mustache used to be a disgrace ln *was practically clear profit for
"Gjinokaster. a town of approxi
and 472.4 pounds fat in 331 days on
mately 11 000 inhabitants situated has but two navigable rivers and ; many parts of northern Albania. The ‘be government, since lt was coltwice a day milking. Class C.
these are only partially and sea 1 Albanian mother told her child kcted wlth Uttle exertion on the part
Freshening at tbe age of three near the southern extremity of the
years and three months. Roto inka ■ country, is predominantly Moham sonally so. Wasted torrents from the stories in which a hairless man al-, .«? the Treasury Department and the
mountains in winter and bone-dry ways figured as the vllllan. Some Al- ’<**t for enforcement was low. The
B B Shepard 1714716 completed a medan." says a bulletin from the
! stream beds in summer—these are the . banians refrained from cutting their Present tax, the foundation reports,
lactation record in Class C with j Washington. D. C.. headquarters of
’ extremes ln the water problem of a hair during the new moon lest it tuw$ b
times the amount levied be9286 pounds milk. 4.0% fat and 371.4 the National Geographic Society.
fere prohibition.
I country where the creation of storage , white.”
pounds fat in 275 days. She is a 1 "The rest of the population is Grceklakes could be an economic boon
daughter of Roto Bess Burke Shep ! speaking Orthodox Christian Only
fefa
ard and is also a member of the ten miles from the Greek frontier, To Be Mustacheless Once a Disgrace
Gjinokaster was claimed by Greece at
"Many of the Tosks in the vicinity
Round Top Farms herd.
IT HAS SPARKLE, SNAP, AND SAVOR, AND
The Holstein-Frieslan Herd Im the end of the Balkan Wars in 1912- of Gjinokaster who are not farmers
provement Test continues to gain in 1913. but without success. Moham are shepherds, tending flocks of
popularity and now Includes 520 medanism. of course, is a hold-over ! sheep, or raising cattle and goats, for
herds and more than 150.000 pure bred from the long period. 1497 to 1912, their wool, hides, and dairy products.
“The Tosks, separated from the
Holstein cows. The Herd Test cov when this rugged mountainous king
ers the entire herd and continues dom of the Balkan Peninsula was a less civilized Ghegs of northern Al
Made with natural-pure water and the
bania by the River Shkumbi, are dis
year after year supplying the infor 1 part of Turkey.
choicest Jamaica ginger, this famous old
Makes Cheese and Carpets
mation so important in culling out
tinguished by their picturesque dress.
beverage has been America's favorite for
the low producing cows and develop j "Situated 1.000 feet above sea level In the back country, men wear full,
over fifty years. Its smooth blend of flavor
ing a sound breeding program for the among rugged mountains. Gjinokas- plaited, knee-length, white skirts,
is made invigorating by fine carbonation.
herd. During 1936 the 413 Holstein J ter's white-roofed houses are ranged wide sashes, and embroidered jackets
herds in the Herd Improvement Test along a hilltop and straggle like over their white shirts. They like
averaged 11044 pounds of milk and lines of snow down into the V-shaped ornamentationl. and their jackets
381.9 pounds butter fat per cow or valley. Up and down winding moun may bear enough gold and silver em
PAtr our
oolocn
nearly two and one-half times the tain roads plod the donkeys of sturdy broidery to pay a first-class passage
GINGER
ALE
general average for the dairy cows Tosks plying to and from the town’s from Albania to New York.
of the United States,
bazaar with its small, open-faced
"Modern Albanians will tell you

THEY MADE GOOD TROUBLED ALBANIA

Clicquot Club

